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A study of ground state binding energy values listed in the Atomic Mass Evaluation
2012 (AME2012) using an interpretive approach, as opposed to the exploratory methods
of previous models, is presented. This model is based on a postulate requiring all protons to
pair with available neutrons to form bound alpha clusters as the ground state for an N = Z
core upon which excess neutrons are added. For each core, the trend of the binding energy
as a function of excess neutrons in the isotopic chain can be fit with a three-term quadratic
function. The quadratic parameter reveals a smooth decaying exponential function. By
re-envisioning the determination of mass excess, the constant-term fit parameters, representing N = Z nuclei, reveal a near-symmetry around Z = 50. The linear fit parameters
exhibit trends which are linear functions of core size. A neutron drip-line prediction is compared against current models. By considering the possibility of an alpha-cluster core, a new
ground-state structure grouping scheme is presented; nucleon-nucleon pairing is shown to
have a greater role in level filling. This model, referred to as the Alpha-Deuteron-Neutron

Model, yields promising first results when considering root-mean-square variances from
the AME2012.
The beta-decay of the neutron-rich isotope

74

Cu has been studied using three high-

purity Germanium clover detectors at the Holifield Radioactive Ion Beam Facility at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory. A high-resolution mass separator greatly improved the purity
of the 74 Cu beam by removing isobaric contaminants, thus allowing decay through its isobar chain to the stable 74 Ge at the center of the LeRIBSS detector array without any decay
chain member dominating. Using coincidence gating techniques, 121 gamma-rays associated with 74 Cu were isolated from the collective singles spectrum. Eighty-seven of these
were placed in an expanded level scheme, and updated beta-feeding level intensities and
log(f t) values are presented based on multiple newly-placed excited states up to 6.8 MeV.
The progression of simulated Total Absorption gamma-ray Spectroscopy (TAGS) based
on known levels and beta feeding values from previous measurements to this evaluation
are presented and demonstrate the need for a TAGS measurement of this isotope to gain a
more complete understanding of its decay scheme.

Key words: mass, nuclear, binding energy, AME2012, beta decay, neutron rich,
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION: BINDING ENERGY STUDY

1.1 Physics justification for a new approach
Nuclear mass is a fundamental property of a nucleus, containing information about both
the individual nucleons and their interactions with other nucleons. Efforts to understand
the general nature and behavior of the nucleus have been pursued since before Rutherford’s
discovery that atomic mass was concentrated in the nucleus. The measurement of the mass
of both naturally-available and laboratory-produced nuclides has been a prominent area
of experimental research ever since. Equally prominent has been the pursuit of a massprediction formula that can be reliably used both near and far from stability.
Nuclear mass also plays a pivotal role in the understanding of a great deal of nuclear
processes, such as the heavy-mass-building process known as nucleosynthesis. Nucleosynthesis is a topic of great interest in the study of stellar environments, particularly ‘explosive’ nucleosynthesis. Two such processes of particular focus for current nuclear physics
research are the rp-process (proton rich nucleosynthesis) and the r-process (neutron rich
nucleosynthesis) [1, 2]. These rapid-capture processes are expected to occur in extreme
environments, such as in neutron stars and novae. Seed nuclei are exposed to a region
of high nucleon density and temperature such that the nuclides begin to accumulate protons or neutrons, respectively, faster than the newly-formed nuclides’ β-decay process. In
1

some circumstances, the region’s environmental factors may be ideal for production of a
long sequence of isotopes far from stability before a ‘waiting point’ is reached, at which
point β-decay becomes the dominant process. The rp-process follows along the neutrondeficient side of the valley of stability. The r-process path begins at neutron-rich nuclei
below Z = 28 near stability and quickly leaves the region of measured masses, continuing
into the terra-incognita region between measured masses and the neutron drip line. Modeling these processes requires good knowledge of various nuclear quantities, including the
nuclear mass.
Experimental methods have advanced since the early days of mass measurement, and
precision of measurements have improved by several orders of magnitude. The development of the Penning trap around midcentury, followed by the high-precision Penning traps
in the 1990s, have given us access to mass measurements in regions of the nuclear landscape previously inaccessible in the laboratory. Currently, a new generation of Penning
trap is being developed and tested [3], and is anticipated to be capable of measuring the
mass of a single ion.
Nuclides far from the valley of stability become impractical to produce in the laboratory due to extremely short half-lives and production requirements, and thus our only
mass knowledge becomes dependent on good systematics or a reliable mass prediction
model. The 2012 Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME2012) [4] is the latest comprehensive table of measured masses. As of AME2012, masses for 2438 isotopes have been measured
directly and systematic extrapolations from regular trends in the mass surface have been
used to predict the mass for > 900 more. The methods used to produce the AME2012
2

leaves terra-incognita masses largely inaccessible to extrapolation, so that masses in this
region currently can only be supplied by mass-prediction models. Two such models are
the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) Mass Model [5] and the Finite Range Droplet Model
(FRDM) [6]. Although recent improvements in these models have brought variances between model and AME2012 below 0.6 MeV for some isotopes, the need for predictive
mass models to be accurate at the 100 keV level for nucleosynthesis models has recently
been demonstrated [7].
Many theoretical methods, including HFB and FRDM, often build off the Bethe–
Weizsacker formula,
2

BESEM F (A, Z) = av A − as A 3 − ac

Z(Z − 1)
1

A3

− asym

(A − 2Z)2
+ δ,
A

(1.1)

as a base functional. Also called the semi-empirical mass formula (SEMF), this function
makes a great deal of assumptions about the interactions between the surface and interior
nucleons in a nucleus, among other properties. For example, the first term, av , is the “volume” term and assumes that a given nucleon attracts the nucleons surrounding it, and does
so with a constant value. This is based on the approximate linearity of the binding energy
per nucleon, B/A, for nuclei with A ≥ 50, but is definitively an approximation and works
best for stable nuclei. The surface term, as , simply subtracts energy from the volume term
by assuming that the surface nucleons have a reduced number of nucleons to interact with.
The Coulomb term (ac ) embodies the assumption that protons are distributed uniformly
throughout the nucleus. This in itself is a peculiar assumption for a force which is already well-understood. In light of the assumptions for the volume term, there is no explicit
3

reason that the protons would not migrate to the surface, simplifying the Coulomb term.
The symmetry term asym is by its own definition an approximation (see List of Symbols
and Acronyms). The δ term is called the “pairing energy” term, which either respectively
adds or subtracts energy for even-even or odd-odd nuclei, or is set to zero when A is odd.
What stands out about this term is that it effectively treats only the outermost two nucleons and assumes no pairing at all for odd-A nuclei. In short, while there are models built
off the Bethe–Weizsacker equation which give reasonable predictions for mass and other
nuclear features, this is accomplished through assumptions which are not necessarily universal while accepting approximations which are not negligible. This can lead to possible
sacrifices of some physical reality as well as the introduction of excessive complexity in
the functionals.
Previous treatments of the collective behavior of the nucleus and its internal structure
include the conventional shell model [8], the α particle model for specific light nuclei [9]
and the interacting boson model [10]. The popular and well-studied shell model has been
shown to do an exceptional job describing several properties of nuclei (including magic
numbers), yet cannot be applied to the full range of nuclides. Indeed, it makes an assumption that the potential well is a blend of the infinite square well and the harmonic oscillator
based on the aspects of their well shapes. This is necessary due to the fact that we do not
have a potential energy function defined for the nuclear interaction, a la Coulomb’s Law
and the Law of Universal Gravitation. The interacting boson model also has had some
successes for cluster treatments of light nuclei, but then begins to suffer when applied to
odd–Z nuclei and when taking additional neutrons into account.
4

Over the years, these and a number of other models have been put forth that have helped
to elucidate certain characteristics of the nucleus; most however are limited by the scope
and application of the model’s study. Indeed, the current generation of mass models are
essentially functions with terms that individually explain the various nuclear qualities and
then together are fit to the mass data, such that the fit coefficients carry no more meaning
than simply being numbers that make the models work. However, the history of physics
shows that our best progress in understanding natural phenomena arises from empirical
studies of fundamental physical quantities and identifying behaviors that can be described
with functions. Consider the Bohr model, which was introduced to explain the quantized
nature of photon emission by atoms. The Bohr model worked well for many atomic qualities but failed to explain many others. It was the advent of quantum mechanics and solution
to the hydrogen atom which clarified why certain Bohr predictions worked while others did
not. In the same spirit of progress, it continues to be important to our understanding of the
nucleus to pursue new insights that our growing catalogue of nuclear data may provide.

1.2

Guiding principles for a new approach
It is beneficial at times to step back a moment and consider some notable characteristics

of nuclei and nuclear particles. Protons are well known for their stability in an unbound
state, whereas neutrons will decay in about ten minutes. Despite this, there is a significantly
higher presence of neutrons over protons in bound states of nuclei. The default response
is that the Coulomb force explains this fact. Since no bound zero-proton nuclei exist,
some may argue that this is further evidence that protons remain the more stable nucleon
5

when bound within nuclei. However, there are far fewer proton-rich nuclei (defined here
as Z > N ) than neutron-rich (N > Z) known to exist ahead of their respective drip lines.
Moreover, above N = Z = 20 there are a significant number of n-rich nuclei that exist
between the N = Z line and the valley of stability (while rich in neutrons compared to
protons, these nuclei are generally considered neutron deficient relative to stability). If the
protons are the more stable nucleon when in bound states, this alone does not explain why
these nuclides undergo β + decay or electron capture (EC ) (proton changes) instead of a
β − decay (neutron changes). Indeed, these points mean the Coulomb interaction makes the
proton more unstable than neutrons when bound in the nucleus. Consider for example the
nuclide 146 Gd, which has Z = 64 and N = 82 and is a spherical nucleus. This nuclide is
n-rich yet its proton undergoes the electron-capture process. According to the shell model,
the proton’s conversion breaks a proton pair in the closed πd5/2 subshell, elevating the new
neutron to a single-particle state above the νh9/2 state. Traditional treatments pair likenucleons; however, if we allow the possibility of protons primarily pairing with neutrons
instead, then regardless of the decay mode for this nuclide, breaking pairs would not occur
as n − p pairs would simply become n − n pairs and existing n − n pairs remain unaffected.

To determine a starting point for developing a new approach to nuclear structure, consider the decay modes themselves. According to the decay-mode map in Figure 1.1 Figure 1.1, unstable nuclei are most likely to undergo either a β-decay or EC process, in which
the nucleon remains bound in the nucleus, or it will emit an α cluster. What is equally intriguing is that single-nucleon emission only occurs at the drip lines, making it rare, even

6

Figure 1.1
The Chart of Nuclides colored by decay mode.
Chart of Nuclides displaying primary decay modes α (yellow), β + /EC (blue),
and β − (pink). Note that over a range of Z values α decay appears just after
magic-number closures N = 50, 82, and 126. Figure taken from the National
Nuclear Database Center online, nndc.bnl.gov.
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in proton-rich nuclei where the Coulomb force is a factor. Furthermore, despite the expected prevalence of pairing, there are no known natural decay modes involving correlated
nucleon pairs (n − n, p − p, or deuterons), nor emission of 3 H or 3 He. Decay via α-cluster
emission, however, occurs despite conflicts with current models. Such an example would
be

216
90 Th126 ,

whose half-life is 26.0 ms and decay mode is 100% α decay [26]. Its shell

model valence states are νi13/2 , a closed magic shell, and πh9/2 . The conventional wisdom for α decay is that four nucleons will bind temporarily into an α cluster and then
the newly-formed α cluster will undergo decay by tunneling through the Coulomb barrier.
In the shell model, the best-case scenario requires two valence neutrons to bind with two
valence protons simultaneously. Thus, to form an α cluster in

216

Th, the neutrons in this

nuclide would have to break the magic shell, which conflicts with the concept of magic
numbers. The scenarios get increasingly problematic: the next requires a double-β-decay
event, of which no evidence is known. Regardless of the process of formation, the newlyformed α cluster must then begin the tunneling process within a lifetime of the cluster’s
existence inside the nucleus. If not, the cluster must dissolve and the process starts again.
Ultimately, the nuclide’s short half-life and the decay mode do not seem to match well with
the shell model description. An alternative and simpler explanation would be that α clusters are pre-existing substructures and lie in an independent well. Indeed, there is an abrupt
change in decay mode above Z = 82 as shown in Figure 1.1, where α decay becomes the
principal mode in the range 84 ≥ Z ≥ 89. Even along the extrapolated valley of stability
in this region one could expect perhaps a narrow boundary of β + /EC and the β − decay
modes. Instead, only α decay is exhibited, regardless of the neutron content. Equally re8

markable is that this window is narrow, as β + /EC and β − resume as the primary mode of
decay around 224 Ac. If clusters exist in the ground state of heavy nuclei, one explanation
for this could be that once an α-cluster well is filled at the lead boundary (Z = 82, or 41α),
additional α clusters would be less bound to the nucleus and thus are more susceptible to
Coulomb emission, at least until enough clusters and nucleons are accumulated to remain
bound. This also matches well with the concept of n-p pairing suggested above.
The Aston curve, which shows the binding energy per nucleon in Figure 1.2 [25],
lends support to this idea. As can be seen, an α cluster has such a strong binding energy per nucleon that it stands out almost as an anomalous data point. However, this
is not the only common reference tool to bring attention to α clusters. Treatments of
light nuclei consisting of integer numbers of α clusters have been studied over the years
[9, 11, 12, 13]. Early attempts to treat the nucleus with α particles were led by chemist
Linus Pauling [14, 15, 16]. These treatments considered clustering of all variations up to
four nucleons, and intercluster interactions were presented in rigid molecular/crystalline
arrangements. Pauling observed that it is reasonable to expect that clustering occurs within
nuclei because of the strong binding of an α cluster, which would allow a nucleus to store
more energy in its α clusters rather than evenly distributing it over multiple nucleons in
conventional shells. More recently, the nuclei 9 Be,

12

C,

16

O,

20

Ne,

24

Mg,

32

S, and

40

Ca

have been studied theoretically and in many experiments [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and appear
to be constructed of α clusters, at least in certain states. Clustering effects have been recently observed in 48 Cr [22], and α-cluster structure has been identified in nuclei as large
as 94 Mo [23]. A major weakness of the α-cluster model has been the difficulty in describ9

ing odd-A nuclei. Another is the complication of nuclides containing excess neutrons. It is
currently held that clustering represents at best a leading-order term in the approximation
for light nuclei, and that any clustering eventually dissolves in favor of the shell model in
heavier nuclei, as suggested with the Ikeda diagram (not shown) [24].

Finally, pairing is a well-recognized quality of nucleons and while identical-nucleon
pairing is generally believed to be stronger than unlike pairing, n-p pairing has been observed to reflect stronger correlation than n-n or p-p pairing in 12 C [27], a nuclide already
identified to have cluster states. Although its binding energy is far less than that of an α,
any di-nucleon pair also could be an economical form to store energy in the nucleus. This
possibility is generally discounted by most based on shell model principles, particularly
regarding the lack of any observed deuteron decay modes. However, there are high-energy
reaction studies of nuclei in which a deuteron is ejected, even if the incident particle is an
α; this also suggests the possibility of some sort of pre-existing clustering.
In light of these points, it is postulated: The ground state of a nucleus with even num-

bers of protons and neutrons will rearrange until all protons are bound with equal numbers
of neutrons in nα α clusters in an N = Z core, due to the strong binding of the α cluster.
Any odd proton remaining will pair with a neutron, forming a deuteron, or otherwise follow a decay mode to convert to a neutron. Any remaining neutrons will then couple to the
N = Z core.
The approach followed in this report will be labeled the α-Deuteron-Neutron (ADN)
Model. The significant contribution of this method to existing α-core models is the expec-
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Figure 1.2
The Aston curve, which shows the average binding energy per nucleon.
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tation for continual and distinct existence of α clusters in the ground state, the presence
and treatment of the deuteron cluster for odd-Z nuclei, the treatment of excess neutrons
as single particles around a core, and the distinction of the quantum mechanical potential
wells for each cluster type. In this article, though, the practical application of this postulate
is simply that an N=Z core is assumed and is surrounded by excess neutrons. The work
presented here includes only even-Z nuclides so as not to complicate the analysis with
possible deuteron clusters.
Since this a phenomenological study, it is expected that if the terms in the theory models
built off the Bethe–Weizsacker are physically realizable, then they should arise naturally
from this study. In the course of the discussion it will also be considered whether any new
evidence appears that may further support the clustering aspect of this postulate.

12

CHAPTER 2
AME2012 BINDING ENERGY ANALYSIS

2.1

The Atomic Mass Evaluation as a data source
The collected set of mass measurements has been analyzed approximately every decade

since A. Wapstra first published a table using the least-squares techniques for mass compilation [28] in 1955. These data are arranged in table form and have been titled “The
(Year) Atomic Mass Evaluation” since 1971. While the full details of the Atomic Mass
Evaluation (“AME”) method can be reviewed in Reference [29], their technique can be
succinctly described as follows: for a given nuclide, a set of data including direct measurements of its mass, with uncertainties, and indirect measurements using particle emission
energies are gathered. These data are then treated using a least-squares method in order
to obtain the most consistent estimate of its mass. However, a simple weighted average
not sufficient due to the interdependence of each mass datum, since it is rare for a lone
isotope’s mass to be measured in an experiment.. Therefore, each datum of measurement
is assigned a significance in the fitting procedure. Once masses are determined through
the least-squares method, the data are organized into “mass surfaces”, the derivatives of
which are then mapped. There are four such maps: S2n vs. N , S2p vs. Z, Qβ vs. N , and
Qββ vs. A. Characteristic trends and regularity in these maps reveal some qualities of the
nucleus, which are used to make final adjustments to the estimates for certain conflicting
13

data points. Uncertainties are propagated and computed in the course of the least-squares
method, and included in the AME tables. Due to the dramatic increase in the uncertainties
at the edges of the mass surfaces, the AME is able to extrapolate outlying mass values only
for nuclei which have at least one experimentally-measured quantity, such as half-life. All
nuclides listed in the AME2012 are presented as mass excess in keV, binding energy per
nucleon (keV/A), β decay energy (keV), and the atomic mass in µu.
The AME2012 lists 2438 masses that have been measured, out of which there are
1260 nuclides with even numbers of protons. Of this selection, 54 nuclides have more
protons than neutrons, which adds a Coulomb factor which would complicate the analysis
of excess particles coupled to the core, and thus are excluded from this work. Also, due to
the well-known challenges in treating odd-Z nuclei theoretically, these nuclei are excluded
for the time being. Once the characteristics of the even-Z data is understood, the process
can be applied to odd-Z and the distinctions studied. The remaining 1206 nuclides meet
the necessary criteria of having even-Z and as many or more neutrons than protons.
The analysis of interest is the binding energy as a function of the number of excess
neutrons for a given core. However, before the analysis can be performed, the data values
must be converted. The qualifying isotopes were converted from mass excess to total
atomic mass in keV. The total electron mass and total electron binding energy was removed
from this mass using
Bel (Z) = 14.4381Z 2.39 + 1.55468 × 10−6 Z 5.35 eV,
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(2.1)

given by Lunney, Pearson, and Thibault [30]. The result is the Total Nuclear Mass. The
binding energy in keV was then determined from [31]
BEnuclear = Zmp + N mn − m(A X),

(2.2)

where the proton and neutron masses used are from the AME2012 table. The uncertainties
after conversion are identical to the values in the table.
Recall that when performing mass measurements, the experimental setup includes a
magnetic field which confines the nuclides to be measured. By comparing the mass of interest to a well-known mass in an experiment, the magnetic field which confines the masses
drops out of the calculations and improves the measurement precision. Since the analysis
presented below is a study of the trends in nuclear mass for simplified groupings (specifically, for a fixed core) in order to unveil general physics that lead to these trends, the data
from the AME2012 is treated more as a set of initial values than as exact data values. The
uncertainties, while important and play a role in the subsequent curve fiitting, cannot be
treated as inflexible values, otherwise the curve fitting techniques yield unrealistic and incorrect fit parameter values. For example, the data set of N = Z = 10 (the Neon core) has
a very wide range of uncertainties.

20

Ne has an uncertainty of 0.0016 keV and 21 Ne-24 Ne

on the order of 10−2 to 10−1 keV, but 25 Ne-29 Ne have uncertainties in the tens of keV, 30 Ne
has an uncertainty of 280 keV, and the last data point 31 Ne has an uncertainty of 1620 keV.
Performing the least-squares fit to these data points outright gives a parabolic fit (discussed
next section) whose variance for 30 Ne is over 12 MeV, indicating that some of the individual data points are too heavily overweighted while others are underweighted. This issue
15

Table 2.1
List of excessively precise uncertainties from the AME2012.
El.
Be

nα
2

C
O

3
4

Ne

5

Si

7

S

8

Ar

9

Ca
Ti
Cr

10
11
12

Se

17

Kr

18

A
8
9
10
11
12
16
17
18
20
21
22
28
29
32
33
36
38
40
40
51
53
54
55
74
75
76
84
86
87

σAM E2012
0.035
0.077
0.081
0.238
0
0.00016
0.00064
0.00071
0.00157
0.038
0.018
0.00041
0.00049
0.00132
0.00135
0.027
0.195
0.00224
0.021
0.609
0.578
0.57
0.6
0.015
0.073
0.016
0.00412
0.00379
0.246

σadjusted
3.5
0.8
0.8
2.4
0.001
1.6
6.4
7.1
1.57
3.8
1.8
4.1
4.9
0.13
0.13
2.7
1.95
2.24
2.1
6.1
5.8
5.7
1.2
1.5
7.3
1.6
4.1
3.8
2.5

El. nα
Mo 21

Mo

21

Ru
Sn

22
25

Te

26

Xe

27

Ba

28

Pt

39

A
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
96
115
116
130
131
129
130
131
132
136
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
194
195
196
197
198

σAM E2012
0.781
0.785
0.447
0.441
0.441
0.457
0.46
0.482
0.457
0.015
0.096
0.011
0.061
0.00555
0.009
0.22
0.005216
0.01
0.994
0.276
0.274
0.274
0.283
0.285
0.288
0.935
0.927
0.918
0.879
0.288

σadjusted
1.56
7.8
4.5
4.4
4.4
4.6
4.6
4.8
4.6
1.5
1.0
1.1
6.1
5.55
9.0
2.2
5.21
1.0
9.9
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.9
9.3
9.3
9.2
8.8
2.9

Uncertainties whose precision is orders of magnitude better than the rest of
the data in the isotopic chain lead to unrealistic fits of the data trends. These
uncertainties are replaced by the values in the last column, and were kept in
place throughout the data analysis. See text for more detailed discussion.
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was found in many data chains. For a majority of the data points, the fitting discussed here
does use weighting according to the uncertainties provided by the AME2012, but several
uncertainties were manually adjusted in order to give more reasonable weights to those
binding energy data points in order to produce a fit that was more realistic and consistent
with other fit results. There were two approaches to the manual adjustment: permanent
and iterational. The permanently-adjusted uncertainties (σAM E2012 ), listed in Table 2.1,
generally have binding energies known to better than 1 keV. Most of these uncertainties’
values were at least two orders of magnitude more precise than the rest of the data in the
isotopic trend, and so were adjusted to the values listed as σadjusted . These values had the
effect of loosening the precision so that most of the data’s uncertainties were within one
order of magnitude, leading to better fits as indicated with significant improvements in the
reduced χ2 of the fits. As for the iterational adjustments, these were predominantly temporary adjustments to data points within the isotopic trends which helped to improve the
reduced χ2 by tightening uncertainties by an order of magnitude which were presented in
the AME2012 on the order of 102 − 3. These data points, however, were adjusted back to
their original values in subsequent iterations prior to analysis of the confidence of the fits
in that iteration. For example,

57

Ti has an uncertainty of 250 keV, and while most of the

data set has uncertainties in the 100-160-keV range (see next section for clarification of
isotopic subsets),

51

Ti has uncertainty 0.609 keV ( Table 2.1) and 52 has uncertainty 7.08

keV. Thus, in a few iterations 57 Ti was adjusted to 25.0 keV, improving the reducted χ2 .
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2.2 Aligning the Data
According to the proton postulate presented in the introduction, the total number of
excess neutrons ne for any given nucleus is calculated by
ne = N − Z.

(2.3)

The data is organized by N = Z core and not by total proton number, Z, since light nuclear
cores up to Z = 38 can have as many as five excess protons. For example, a core of four
α clusters (nα = 4) will include the n-rich oxygen isotopic chain, and the p-rich isotones
17

F,

18

Ne,

19

Na, and

20

Mg. In such nuclides, where Z > N , ne is a negative number

whose absolute value counts the excess protons. As mentioned, these data points will not
be included in the analysis because of their extra Coulomb energy.

Sample sets of raw data shown in Figure 2.1 display a key obstacle to any analysis.
Shown in the figure are even-ne ( solid circles) nuclides, odd-ne (open circles) nuclides,
and the nuclide in the chain containing Nmagic neutrons (the enlarged circle). There is a
stagger between adjacent even-odd-ne binding energy data. This offset is more easily seen
in small-core chains (Figure 2.1, upper panel) but is present in all isotope chains (inset of
Figure 2.1, lower panel). The primary problem with analyzing each nα data set in separate
odd ne and even ne data subsets is that for many cases there is a limit to the number
of data points to determine each trend. This had a significant impact on the successful
determination of the fit parameters while limiting the range of cores that could provide
insightful results. It is possible, however, to “align” the odd-ne data points with the evenne data points by temporarily adding binding energy to the odd-ne values according to a
18
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Figure 2.1
Examples of the binding energy offset between even and odd-N nuclides.
The dashed line helps illustrate the even-odd stagger, easily seen in lighter
nuclei (upper panel) but not obvious in heavier elements (lower panel). Uncertainties are smaller than the circles.
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simple binding energy function for the excess neutrons. This alignment has the mutual
benefit of cutting the computations in half as well as providing twice as many data points
for a given chain.
To determine an alignment function, the even-ne and odd-ne were separately fit with
simple quadratic functions (weighted by their AME2012 uncertainties as described in the
previous section). The first alignment function was then determined by subtracting the
odd-ne AME2012 BE value from the BE interpolated from the even-ne quadratic fit, for
all odd-ne from cores with nα = 1 to 47. The uncertainty of the differences was propagated
from the AME2012 uncertainty and the uncertainty determined from the quadratic fit of the
even-ne trends. A weighted mean value of the offset was then computed for each excess
neutron number using the uncertainties in the differences as the weighting parameter, and
a least-squares fit was performed on these mean values. This function was then applied
to all odd-ne nuclides, shifting them into a reasonable alignment with the even-ne . The
uncertainties of the original data were left unpropagated, on the argument that the data
set was shifted uniformly and maintaining the relative uncertainties was a priority for the
subsequent quadratic fitting of the data chains.

Once optimized values for the fit parameters were identified through multiple iterations,
the projected least-squares-fit binding energies were used in the same fashion as done initially to compute the alignment offset. Weighted means were again computed in the same

20
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Figure 2.2
Plots of the aligned binding energy data.
Equation 2.4 was used to align the data points for all isotope chains. Note the
kink in the trend behavior at the nuclide containing Nmagic neutrons (enlarged
open circle). Uncertainties from AME2012 are smaller than the circles.
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fashion as done initially, and an improved set of means suggested the even-odd alignment
function should be replaced with a linear function (given in keV)
BEalign = 1747.9(14) − 22.73(6)ne ,

(2.4)

with uncertainties in given in the parentheses. As will become clear in the next section,
ne in this equation is the absolute number of exess neutrons built off of the true N = Z
core. The successful alignment of the isotope chains shown in Figure 2.1 can be seen in
Figure 2.2. Core sizes nα = 7 and 19 were selected due to the large number of data points
on either side of the magic nuclide in those data sets, but the smoothness of the data sets
after alignment was universally successful.
It is noteworthy that the constant value in this expression is 1748 keV, given that the
binding energy of a deuteron according to the AME2012 is 2195 keV. Since the alignment
function in some way accounts for the pairing energy for even-ne nuclides in the chain, it
is possible that the pairing energy for two excess neutrons bound in a nucleus is around
1748 keV.

2.3 The Quadratic Fit
The Aston curve (Figure 1.2 has been quite helpful in guiding our understanding of why
heavy nuclei undergo fission reactions, and why light nuclei fusing will give off tremendous amounts of energy. The liquid drop, the HFB and the FRDM models, as with many
others, are exploratory in nature by adding several terms to account for known nuclear
characteristics. This is a fine approach, but it does require that base assumptions such as
surface tension are correct. Here, a simplified model that is instead interpretive in nature
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is pursued by noting that the binding energy data for a given core and its isotope chain
appears to follow a smooth trend. In order to decide whether to fit the data with a simple
linear or quadratic function, a free linear fit and a free quadratic fit was applied to the data,
and the reduced χ2 values collected. The ratio of the quadratic reduced χ2 values to the
linear reduced χ2 values is shown in Figure 2.3.

The ratios for a majority of the data sets suggested that a quadratic fit of the data was
the more appropriate function to begin with. The form of this quadratic function can be fit
to the data is:
BE(ne ) = a0 + a1 ne + a2 n2e ,

(2.5)

where each fit parameter represents a physical characteristic or interaction among the nucleons. Dimensional analysis of each coefficient gives a first general interpretation of these
fit parameters. The curvature coefficient, a2 , has units of keV/n2e . In other areas of physics,
multiplying two physical quantities often represents those quantities interacting directly,
e.g. m2 for two masses interacting through the Law of Universal Gravitation and q 2 for
interacting charges according to Coulomb’s Law. Therefore, n2e could be interpreted as two
neutrons interacting (a di-neutron), so that a2 will inform the effect the formation of the
di-neutron has between the di-neutron and the core. The linear coefficient, a1 , has units of
keV/ne and should represent an interaction energy between individual ne and the core. The
constant term, a0 , has units of keV and is an intercept where ne = 0 so must be the binding
energy of the core. However, the kink seen in Figure 2.2 means we must be careful what
“core” actually means.
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Figure 2.3
Plot of ratios of the reduced χ2 values of the quadratic fits to the linear fits.
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A kink is observed in a majority of the isotope chains (see Figure 2.2) and is located
at the isotope which contains Nmagic neutrons. For chain subsets whose a0 is the intercept
such that ne = 0, a0 must be the binding energy of a core containing only N = Z neutrons
(Ncore ). Going forward these lower-chain isotopes will be referred to as “near-core” (N C).
For the chain subsets above the kink, on the other hand, the apparent slope change seen in
Figure 2.2 suggests that all ne added to an inflated core nuclide interact with the N = Z
core differently than those below, as indicated by the apparent extrapolation of the inflated
core trend to a much higher binding energy at ne = 0. Since it gives binding energy that
does not exist (projecting higher than the actual NC binding energy data), Equation 2.5 has
no physical meaning below the kink. Thus, the magic nuclide (containing Nmagic neutrons)
would itself be a core for these above-kink isotopes, such that the true N = Z core is
inflated by ne,magic = Nmagic − Ncore neutrons. These nuclides will hence be referred
to as “inflated core” (IC). To apply Equation 2.5 properly above the kink, the IC excess
neutrons must be counted as ne,IC = N − Nmagic , so that aIC
0 gives the binding energy of
the Nmagic nuclide (ne,IC = 0). For example, inflated-core isotopes 35−41 Si in Figure 2.2
(top) each have ne = 7 − 13, respectively, so therefore have ne,IC = 1 − 7, respectively,
bound to a core of seven α clusters inflated by six excess neutrons.
As will be seen in Section III, the curvature parameters a2 are very close or almost
identical for the data subsets on either side of the magic kink; outlier values tend to occur
when only four or fewer data points are available to fit. The linear term a1 clearly shows a
slope that gets more shallow after the kink. As mentioned, the inflated-core a0 should have
the same BE value as the last isotope in the near-core chain.
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In order to determine the proper values of each coefficient for a given core and chain, a
series of iterative least-squares fits was performed. For each ith binding energy datum and
its uncertainty, a weight factor was computed according to
wi =

1
,
σi2

(2.6)

The matrix equation used to compute the fit parameters is
ηa = B,

(2.7)

where
ηlk =

p
∑

k−1
wi nl−1
e,i ne,i ,

(2.8)

wi BEi nk−1
e,i ,

(2.9)

i=1

Bk =

p
∑
i=1

for p data in the set for a given core; here k, l = 1, 2, 3, representing the three possible
parameters of the quadratic fit and the a is the fit parameters vector. The covariance matrix
is given by
ϵ = η −1 ,

(2.10)

from which each fit parameter has an uncertainty calculated using reduced χ2 , χ2ν , scaling
σak =

√

χ2ν ϵkk .

(2.11)

Each parameter was found to vary uniquely as a function of core size in accordance
with the philosophy laid out in the introduction. The results are presented here as functions
of nα , though they can be equally read as functions of even-Z without loss of information.
The least-squares fitting procedure was performed multiple times, in an effort to refine
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the parameter values. A first run of the fitting allowed all three parameters to vary freely,
and revealed unique trends for each parameter. The near-core a0 term was immediately
determined to not have a smooth functional form (as will be discussed in Chapter 4.3), so
was not an ideal candidate for the first refinement. The linear fit parameter a1 was found
to be heavily dependent on the values of a2 and a0 , so was also not an ideal first choice.
The a2 parameter’s behavior was therefore selected first for refinement in a way that will
be discussed in the next section. The functional trend for parameter a2 was then identified,
refined, and then fixed in order to permit a1 and a0 to vary freely on the next iteration (each
iteration referred to here is the performance of a fit across the data using some combination
of fixed and free parameters). Using the new a1 and a0 values which resulted from fixing
a2 , these values were refined as described below, and these subsequent values were used
to further optimize the a2 parameters as a function of nα . These values were then used
as fixed values for all subsequent iterations. It was found that the most complicated fit
parameter was a1 , so great effort was invested in obtaining the best values for a2 and a0 .
Once a2 and a0 values were optimized, both values were fixed so that a one-parameter
least-squares fit could be performed to optimize the values for a1 . This cycle was repeated
through approximately thirty-five iterations, in order to remove correlation effects from the
fitting process.
Finally, there were a few data points that were excluded from the selected 1206 data
points: a) magic ranges which have two or fewer data points, and b) cores larger than the
nα = 50 core. Data meeting the first criteria cannot be used in the least-squares method
due to too few data points to determine the uncertainty in the fit parameters, except in the
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case of a one-parameter fit where two other parameters are held fixed. The data beyond
nα = 50 cores is excluded due to a quickly-dwindling pool of data points as well as a0
values which are more difficult to obtain having unwieldy uncertainties. The goal of this
work is to lay the groundwork in the main body of measured masses, and then extend to the
more exotic regions of the chart of nuclides. It should be noted that the data below nα = 5
show strong indications of finer effects which are beyond the scope of this analysis. They
are included in the results but are considered incomplete descriptions in this range and
thus excluded from the analysis. Results are presented in the following chapters for each
parameter.
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CHAPTER 3
THE a2 PARAMETER

When the even-ne trends and odd-ne trends were treated separately, it was difficult to
discern any distinctive behavior of the a2 parameter as a function of nα below a core of
nα = 20. This problem was exacerbated by some correlation effects that resulted from
the 3-parameter fits. The values varied around a possible linear fit of the a2 trend, and
so the first few iterations assumed a linear fit for a2 as a function of nα . Upon applying
the alignment function (Equation 2.4), many of these correlation effects were reduced and
it became apparent that a decaying exponential function would yield a better fit of the
collected a2 values. Alternating between iterative fits with fixed a0 with freely-varying
a2 and vice-versa further refined these results, until a set of values that could be fitted
smoothly down to below a core of nα = 5. The a2 parameter was found to fit with a
decaying exponential, given by
a2 (nα ) = −69.8(7) − 881(55)e−0.137(6)nα

(3.1)

in keV /n2e . These data values and the decay exponential fit are presented in Figure 3.1.
The uncertainty is shown as a shaded region behind the decay fit. A few data points lie far
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Figure 3.1
The fit parameter values a2 as a function of the N = Z core size.
The a2 values are shown as the open circles with associated error bars. The
fitted decaying exponential is presented as the solid line whose error is shown
as a lighter grey band. Severe outliers or positive a2 data values were excluded
from the fitting.
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from the general trend as anomalies (including one positive-value data point not shown);
these data were left out of the trend fitting in order to obtain the best fit of the smooth trend.
The first observation to note is that the curvature parameters do vary smoothly as a
function of the size of the N = Z core. Second, note that these values are all negative.
Since it has been identified earlier that the units of a2 are keV/n2e , this function should
be interpreted as a reduction of the binding interaction between an ne pair and the core.
In other words, when adding an excess neutron to a set of in situ odd-numbers of excess
neutrons surrounding the core, the new neutron will pair with the unpaired in situ neutron,
and the newly formed pair will then reduce their binding to the core according to Equation 3.1. This effect occurs regardless whether the ne is bound to a near-core or an inflated
core, but the effect itself does diminish to a minimum value with the increasing size of the
core. While the pairing behavior is well documented, the reduction effect of the pair’s interaction with the core is new physics. Because this quality reduces the interaction without
dissolving it altogether, it cannot be called dissociation; instead, let us for the remainder
of this report refer to this as “pairing minu-sociation”, from the Latin minua which means
“diminish”.
This energy should be distinguished from the actual binding energy between the two
neutrons. Equation 2.4 gives a 2ne BE of 1702.4(14) keV. For comparison, the binding
energy of a deuteron according to the AME2012 is 2195 keV. The difference between
these values is 493 keV, suggesting that the alignment function may give a very reasonable
estimate of the pairing energy at low numbers of ne . This is not intended to imply that
Equation 2.4 is the definitive expression for pairing energy, only that it very likely does
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contain the direct binding energy information for pairing between two excess neutrons.
Eq. 3.1, on the other hand, describes how the di-neutron pair interacts with the N = Z
core.
The maximum minu-sociation energy for a given pair that is coupled to the core is
around -838(48) keV/n2e for a single-α core. This is far less than the binding energy of a
pair of nucleons to each other, so even though some binding energy is lost in the minusociation of the nucleon pair with the core, the sum of the deuteron BE or the approximate
di-neutron BE and the pairing minu-sociation is a net increase in binding energy. This
agrees in principle with the proton postulate above, which argues that pairing is a more
economical way for the nucleus to store its binding energy.
Finally, the a2 curve is a decaying exponential, such that for the largest nuclides the
minu-sociation effect decreases to a minimum value of approximately -69.8 keV per pair.
From a nucleosynthesis point of view, as the core gets larger, the minu-sociation itself
seems to play a decreasing role in nucleon rearrangement for heavier nuclides settling to a
ground state. The net gain in di-neutron BE therefore increases as the core gets larger, suggesting that the di-neutrons themselves play an increasing role in maintaining the binding
energy of the larger nuclides. This goes well with the well-known effect that having more
neutrons than protons in a large core contributes to its stability.
The a2 fit parameters shown in Figure 3.1 may reflect a mild over-curvature in the lower
range. Early iterations of this fit parameter seemed to work well in the 5 < nα < 10 range
but did not curve strong enough in the 11 < nα < 20 range. In the final iteration, the
appropriateness of the curvature is very agreeable down to about 8α, but the smaller-core
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curvatures then are off. For example, the curvature at nα = 5 is -514(31) in the final
iteration whereas it is -427(19) keV/n2e when allowing all three parameters to vary freely.
These small cores include data points that are near and cross the neutron drip line. It is
likely that this low-Z disparity is rooted in the drip-line effects which are believed to play
a more significant role in nα < 5 cores.
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CHAPTER 4
THE a0 PARAMETER

4.1 Inflated Cores

The a0 term, as mentioned, represents the binding energy of a core upon which excess neutrons for a given chain are bound. This core may contain either Z protons and
N = Z neutrons (NC ), or Z protons and Nmagic neutrons (IC ). Within this energy resides
information about the nature of the nuclear interactions and structure among the protons
and neutrons for N = Z nuclides and Nmagic nuclides. Figure 4.1 displays all the a0 values identified in this study; near-core (or N = Z nuclides) are shown in solid circles and
inflated-core (N = Z cores inflated with di-neutrons to the next Nmagic ) values are shown
as open circles. Each inflated-core curve is a trend of isotones of a Nmagic .

The a0 trends at first all appear to be smooth in nature, suggesting a quadratic function
may again be fit to each group of parameter values. For the inflated cores, each range was
fit using
2
aIC
0 (nα ) = a0,2 nα + a0,1 nα + a0,0 .

(4.1)

The resulting fit parameters for each range are presented in Table 4.1. The trends projected
by these functions are shown in Fig. 4.2. Here, the extrapolated trends terminate at the
N = Z nuclide for each range, which is identified by an open diamond. Note that such a
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Figure 4.1
The a0 fit parameter values, presented as a function of nα (even-Z ).
Up to two a0 values may exist within the current AME2012 data for a given
isotopic chain, based on near-core (solid) or inflated-core (open) fits. A lone
core, nα = 40, has unique data which requires two inflated-cores but does not
give any prediction for its near-core. Data for nα = 24 and 35 ≤ nα ≤ 40
cannot project near-core a0 , but values can be derived by methods discussed
in Chapter 4.2 and 4.3. The near-core labels are the total N within those cores
(with Nmagic cores underlined) and the inflated-core labels identify the Nmagic
isotone cores as discussed in the text.
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Figure 4.2
Inflated-core a0 fit parameter values showing smooth behavior as a function of nα .
Each curve contains nuclides with the same Nmagic , thus each curve is an isotone trend. When projected towards low Z, all inflated cores’ trends except
Nmagic = 82 appear to converge at or near a single point, nα =4 (inset), although Nmagic = 82 shows uncertainty that suggests it may also converge in
future analysis. The process by which this convergence is suggested is all in
the text, although it is not understood why such a convergence should exist.
The quadratic fit parameters from Equation 4.1 for each curve are given in
Table 4.1.
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value is projected for the Nmagic = 126 data, and will be compared to near-core data in the
next section.
Each data point going to the left represents an isotone chain of Nmagic as indicated in
the figure. It is important to note that while a majority of the data points represent binding
energies fit to known data, the data points for 36 < nα < 41 and 47 < nα < 50 are
projections of the inflated core binding energy and can be as far as 20 neutrons away from
the magic kink for the 47 < nα < 50 range. What is pursued here is therefore continued
refinement of these projections according to smooth predictions based on trends in the
known masses. These fit values will then be held fixed in subsequent iterations of fits of
the AME2012 data.
Early iterations suggested that the extrapolated low-Z inflated-core binding energies
converged around a single point near nα = 4; however, initial attempts to converge all
these curves to this point resulted in unwieldy uncertainties for larger magic isotone chains.
Eventually, only the a0,2 from Equation 4.1 were studied with a fit function, which followed
the form
−0.0407(27)Nmagic
aIC
,
0,2 (Nmagic ) = −707(37) − 5284(380)e

(4.2)

where values in parentheses are the uncertainties. In applying this fit, the aIC
0,2 (28) point was
found to be an outlier. There was the possibility that the aIC
0,2 (20) point should be the outlier
and the data fit with a more shallow decay exponential, or perhaps a quadratic function.
Recall, however, that a2 deals with the minu-sociation of pairing neutrons, specifically
those di-neutrons’ interaction with the core. The inflated cores here should be filled with
those di-neutrons, so it was decided that the decay exponential would be a more analogous
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Table 4.1
Fit parameter values of Equation 4.1.

Nmagic
in core
20
28
50
82
126

a0,0
(keV)
−70651(450)
−93820(5402)
−76823(677)
−19637(1157)
−86073(5443)

a0,1
(keV/nα )
71494(59)
74799(458)
70959(32)
65550(36)
72112(130)

(fixed)
a0,2
(keV/n2α )
−3048(213)
−2398(179)
−1398(111)
−895(57)
−738(38)

For each isotone curve, a0,2 was held fixed according to Equation 4.2. See
text for more detailed discussion.

fit to apply to the aIC
0,2 (Nmagic ). Furthermore, when either function was applied such that
IC
aIC
0,2 (28) was given statistical favor over a0,2 (20), the convergence near nα = 4 failed and

the statistics carried over to Equation 2.5 gave poor fits to these low-nα chains.
By applying these a0,2 curvatures according to Equation 4.2 as fixed parameters and
allowing the a0,0 and a0,1 to vary freely for each isotone group of data, the convergence of
the inflated-core curves for Nmagic = 20, 28, 50 and 126 is between nα = 3 and 4 while
Nmagic = 82 does not appear to converge with them. It should be noted that although
aIC
0,2 (28) was an outlier in the fit using Equation 4.2, the subsequent fit using the interpolated value from this function still gives well-behaved results. As for the Nmagic = 82, it is
not clear whether its failure to converge with the rest of the isotone trends reflects a notable
structure change for IC nuclei in this region, or if this is an artifact of the AME2012 data
from which this is derived or the current method of analysis. This issue will be discussed
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further in Chapter 9. For the rest of the isotone groups, the physics behind this convergence is not yet understood, and will require further investigation. In the course of such
investigation, the interpretive meaning of the fit parameters in Equation 4.2 will be further
pursued.
Once a0,2 was fixed, attempts were made to fit the other parameters to the data. There
appears to be a smooth third-order polynomial trend to both a0,1 and a0,0 , but there are
indications that these may be correlation effects. Furthermore, aIC
0 values do contain the
near-core a0 binding energy information. It is likely that once that inner-core energy is
subtracted, these two fit parameters will give much different behavior profiles.
As a brief aside, Equation 4.1’s a0,0 corresponds to Nmagic cores which have nα = 0.
These are effectively pure neutron cores, which explains why these values are and should
be negative (unbound states).
The resulting a0 binding energies were compared to the BE fit for nuclei with Nmagic
neutrons. There remains a variance between these two values, which suggests that further
refinement of the ADN fitting may be needed. This will be further explored in future
work. However, it should be noted that in early iterations the inflated-core a0 values were
neglected and left free to vary without any analysis. This meant that the best resolution
that could have been achieved for the a1 values was a two-parameter least-squares fit.
By including a study of the inflated cores, it was possible to significantly improve the
resolution of the a2 and inflated-core a1 values and ultimately this study as a whole.
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4.2 Atomic Mass Units vs. α Mass Units
For the near-core binding energies, the data have varied uncertainties ranging from
10−5 to 103 keV which causes issues with the weighted quadratic fit as was done for the
inflated-core a0 data. Consequently, an unweighted fit was attempted but the results did
not show a smooth variance, and the differences between the fit function and the actual
measured binding energies was off by as much as 14 MeV. This means that a simple polynomial function is not a reasonable description of the binding energy of the N = Z core.
It is thus necessary to examine the a0 values from a more unorthodox approach.
The traditional presentation of mass data is as a mass excess (also called mass defect)
in atomic mass units u (1u = 931494.061(21) keV/c2 [32]) according to
∆ = m(A X) − mA ,

(4.3)

where in this formula m(A X) is the mass of the nuclide (converted to u) and mA (in u)
is the summed mass of the nucleons A = N + Z comprising the nuclide of interest. The
mass excess for all near-core a0 values was determined and is presented in Figure 4.3 as
open gray diamonds. There is a minimum at nα = 25 (Z = 50) and a couple of notable
kinks in the data, but no obvious functional form presents itself. In order to better interpret
this data, the use of the atomic mass unit as a reference value was reconsidered in favor of
a more fundamental value.

The atomic mass unit, u, is a long-standing standard unit in nuclear physics derived
from dividing the atomic mass of 12 C, 11177.929144 MeV/c2 (AME2012), by the 12 nucleons in its nucleus. This mass unit was selected as a convenient reference mass in 1960
40
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A plot of the mass defect for NC a0 values as a function of nα Equation 4.3 using the atomic mass unit (open gray diamonds) or the
α-particle mass as a fundamental reference unit (the rest of the plotted data)

Figure 4.3

for reasons to do with confusion under the two previous oxygen standards used by physicists and chemists. Otherwise, this unit has limited physical meaning, since the average
binding energy per nucleon in a nucleus (and thus the average mass per nucleon) is rarely
ever actually 931.494 MeV! As it pertains to this work, the atomic mass unit presents
an obstacle in a study of binding energy distribution when pursuing an understanding of
the interactions among nuclear particles. The source mass, 12 C, contains twelve nucleons
which presumably interact with each other. It has been pointed out that this nucleus has displayed cluster states in certain experimental analysis, and theoretical evidence has recently
been presented as well [33]. If the nucleus is indeed composed of α clusters as implied by
the arguments laid out in Chapter 1, then the interaction between clusters (“intercluster”
energy), would be at a lower energy per cluster than the energy bound within the cluster
(“intra-cluster” energy). By using the atomic mass unit to compute a mass excess, we are
effectively taking an average of these distinct binding energies; it is essentially a loss of
resolution of the specific and distinctive nucleon-nucleon interactions which is the ultimate
goal of this work.
The question then is which mass unit will be referenced when computing a specialized
mass excess. If we use a single-particle mass, such as that of the proton or neutron, the
physical meaning would be improved but the poor resolution of the binding energy results
would remain an issue. A conversion was computed (not presented here) using the neutron
mass as a reference mass unit due to its maximal single-particle size. The resulting plot was
effectively a mirror image across the horizontal axis of the near-core a0 seen in Figure 4.1.
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However, if there is clustering then the internal cluster binding energy should be removed as a factor in calculating a mass excess, since it is already a known value. To do
this, we treat the cluster itself as a single particle whose reference mass unit is the αparticle mass, mα = 3727.379378(23) MeV (AME2012). A new mass excess can then be
computed using mα . To keep notation reasonably consistent, Equation 4.3 is modified as:
∆α = mcore − nα mα ,

(4.4)

where mcore is also a0 , nα is the number of clusters in the core and mα is the aforementioned reference mass of an α cluster.
This re-envisioning of the mass excess helped to refine the a2 results presented in the
Chapter 3 as well as a1 presented in Chapter 5.

4.3

Near Cores (N = Z Cores)
The mass defect ∆α for each near-core a0 term is also shown in Figure 4.3. The large

× represents the ∆α values for measured masses of N = Z nuclides in the AME2012
database. The open black diamonds are from the first iteration (three-free parameter fit).
The large horizontal rods are the symmetrized values as discussed later, while the solid
black diamonds are the results from the post-symmetrized iteration where a2 and a1 were
held fixed. The HFB-27 values (red x’s), and the FRDM (blue squares) model predictions
are also shown. Dashed and dotted lines connecting the data are to guide the eye and
do not represent any model fits of the data. The dash-dot vertical lines represent strong
magic numbers, while the two dotted vertical lines represent magic numbers implied by
this investigation.
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The result of this novel approach to the mass excess calculation reveals a striking nearsymmetry around nα = 25 (Z = 50). The decision was then made to fully symmetrize
the range of near-core a0 values up to nα = 48 around nα = 25. Recall that in this
course of investigation, the AME2012 values and uncertainties are treated as initial values,
and the first-iteration near-core a0 values above nα = 20 are increasingly susceptible to
the proximity of the isotope chains to the respective N = Z nuclide. This increases the
correlation effects in this range, as exemplified by the first-iteration a0 values in the 32 ≤
nα ≤ 34 region. There are fewer than seven isotope data points for these cores, and each
chain begins no closer than ne = 10. By symmetrizing the nα > 25, these correlation
effects can be removed altogether from the near-core a0 data.
A gap exists in first-iteration and post-symmetrization data points at nα = 24 and in
the ranges 34 ≤ nα ≤ 41 and nα > 46. This is due to the absence of enough data
points to project a near-core N = Z mass in this region. In this symmetrization, the
mass defect values and their uncertainties for 30 ≤ nα ≤ 48 were replaced with those
from each symmetric nuclide for 2 ≤ nα ≤ 20 so that the high-α nuclides would become
reflections across nα = 25. For the data in the range 21 ≤ nα ≤ 24, the limited number
of data points available for the least-squares fit raised concerns over the accuracy of these
projected near-core a0 values, whereas in the range 26 ≤ nα ≤ 29 there are significantly
more data points (and closer to ne = 0) to improve the confidence in the accuracy of their
a0 values. A weighted mean of these mirrored a0 values (i.e. nα = 21 and 29, etc.) was
thus used to replace the near-core a0 values for both 21 ≤ nα ≤ 24 and 26 ≤ nα ≤ 29.
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The uncertainties for nuclides were computed by the weighted standard deviation of the
means.
Following symmetrization (solid bars in Figure 4.3), the subsequent a1 values (discussed in Chapter 5) were computed with the symmetrized-a0 and a2 values held fixed.
These a1 were refined and then held fixed along with a2 in order to generate the postsymmetrized (solid black diamonds) results. In light of the general agreement between
the post-symmetrized values with the symmetrized a0 data set, it was concluded that the
symmetrized values could be used for subsequent fittings. However, the variance of the
post-symmetrized data and the symmetrized data above nα = 30 indicated that the uncertainties should be adjusted to limiting values for the symmetrized data and not just
propagated. The post-symmetrized uncertainties for 21 ≤ nα ≤ 24 and 26 ≤ nα ≤ 29
were around 100 keV, so this value was set as the uncertainty for each data point in this
range. The same was true for nα = 30 − 32. For all nα ≥ 35, the trend of the uncertainties
of the lower N = Z masses leading to this range was projected and a value of 500 keV was
identified as an appropriate uncertainty for these data points. The uncertainties for nα = 33
and 34 were set to 200 and 300, respectively, in an attempt to maintain a consistent format
for the symmetrized values while considering their post-symmetrized uncertainties near
these values. The full symmetrized a0 data set of binding energies and final uncertainties
are listed in Table 4.2. The left side shows the binding energies derived from the fit when
a2 was held fixed, up to nα = 25. The right side shows the binding energies derived from
the symmetrization of α-mass excess for all nα > 25. Those a0 values reported in the
table which are known only due to the symmetrization process and do not have any isotope
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chains from which to determine an a0 directly are indicated with an asterisk. Uncertainties
for nα come from the fits of the data; fits of cores smaller than nα = 5 have large uncertainties compared to AME2012 values due to drip line effects in their isotope chains, but this
has limited influence on the symmetrization results. Near-core binding energy information
for nα = 50 cannot be extrapolated in this analysis and so was not included in the table.
Having now established a reasonably-complete data set of the NC a0 values, the next
step of analysis would be to fit the data with a function. However, the near-core a0 mass
defect values clearly do not follow a simple smooth function. As mentioned in Chapter 4.2,
converting back to binding energies initially appears to be quadratic but large variances
which lack smooth behavior means the a0 data cannot be fit with a simple functional. This
hints at the structure of the nucleus and will require deeper investigation. Further analysis
of these data for insights into core structure requires the removal of Coulomb interactions
in order to reveal a pure strong interaction. Once the N = Z core structure is better
understood, the Coulomb distribution can then be studied and compared to the Coulomb
term in the Bethe-Weizsacker formula.
The importance of the symmetrization process cannot be understated, as it provided
a significant refinement of the high-α (large-Z) a2 fit parameters and contributed to the
reduction of correlation effects observed in the first several iterations of the least-squares
fit. As the curvature term in a quadratic fit can potentially be the most important term in
the fit, having strong confidence in the a2 behavior will influence the rest of the analysis
of the model as a whole. Furthermore, least-squares fitting of the long isotope chains for
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cores larger than nα = 25 will only give reliable results for a1 when a0 and a2 are well
understood.
The full set of symmetrized N = Z binding energies were then held fixed along with
a2 to help refine the final fit parameter, a1 .

4.3.1 Near-Core a0 vs. HFB-27 and FRDM
Figure 4.4 shows a closeup (top) of the region surrounding the core of symmetry, nα =
25. For comparison, ∆α values were determined for the the two leading mass prediction
formulas, HFB-27 and FRDM. Also shown are the variances (bottom) of the three models
from the AME2012, up to nα = 25. No AME2012 masses exist beyond this data point,
preventing the continuation of the variances.

The Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) is a variational calculation that uses the shell
model wave functions as trial functions, and eventually adds in the ten-term Skyrme forces
and pairing effects, as well as other interaction effects. Currently in its 27th version ([5]),
the HFB model has been able to reduce many of the variances from AME2012 to less
than 1 MeV and offers its predictions for masses out to both drip lines. The Finite-Range
Droplet Model (FRDM) is a macroscopic model that originates from the Weizsäcker formula, expanded to about 19 fit parameters. In both models, terms have been proposed and
added, and the effects are explored and then compared to the then-available mass data for
refinement. The predicted N = Z ∆α values for HFB-27 (red x’s) and (FRDM) (blue
open boxes) are presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Alongside these results are symmetrized
a0 (long solid horizontal bars), as well as the AME2012 measured masses (large ×) for
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Figure 4.4
A closer view of the region surrounding nα = 25 (Z = 50).
This figure uses the same symbols as Figure 4.3. There is a gap in mass measurements in the range 20≥ α ≥25; the thick green stars represent the systematic masses extrapolated by AME2012. Uncertainties are shown but most are
smaller than the symbol.
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these nuclides. For the region 21 ≤ nα ≤ 24 where the AME2012 provides only extrapolated values based on systematics, the data are shown as thick green stars.
For N = Z nuclei up to nα = 20 (80 Zr), there is little disagreement between the FRDM
and the HFB-27 models, but the ADN model is much closer to the AME2012 data points
by comparison. After nα = 20, the FRDM predicts a slightly weaker binding strength
compared to AME2012 while the HFB-27 predicts an continued increase. The model
being developed in this work appears to predict a more tightly bound core than the current
models for all unknown N = Z core masses in this range. There is notable disagreement
among the models and the AME2012 systematics for nα = 21 − 23. For the nuclei larger
than 100 Sn, both HFB-27 and FRDM quickly veer away from the anticipated symmetry.
It becomes quite clear the importance of measuring the masses in the range 21 ≤ nα ≤ 24,
and to attempt indirect measurement of at least N = Z nuclides for 26α and 27α in order
to determine where these nuclides’ relative binding lies.
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Table 4.2
The binding energy values for symmetrized NC fit parameters a0 .

nα
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24*
25

Symmetrized Near-Core a0
Mass Excess Mirrors
a0
a0
(keV)
nα
(keV)
25882(790)a
49* 1383560(500)
a
55903(538)
48* 1355232(500)
92005(51)a
47* 1334362(500)
a
126868(100)
46* 1313287(500)
a
158049(235)
45 1289780(500)
198194(162)
44 1270858(500)
236115(31)
43 1252604(500)
271293(9)
42 1231313(500)
306067(36)
41* 1209715(500)
340195(240)
40* 1188514(500)
374871(86)
39* 1165477(500)
410779(52)
38* 1144913(500)
446870(33)
37* 1124532(500)
484382(147)
36* 1105572(500)
515142(225)
35 1079860(500)
544882(21)
34 1053128(300)
575200(20)
33 1026975(200)
606009(101)
32 1001312(100)
636778(63)
31
975609(100)
667927(66)
30
950286(100)
699225(100)
29
925112(100)
731099(100)
28
900514(100)
761255(100)
27
874198(100)
793032(100)
26
849504(100)
823576(100)

a

Poor uncertainty value reflects limitations of fitting
Equation 8.1 to data for this small core.

The symmetric α-mass-calibrated mass excess values seen in Figure 4.3 were
converted to NC a0 binding energies. The left side shows a0 projections up to
nα = 25, and the right side shows the symmetrized a0 values for the mirroring
core (i.e. nα = 40 is a mass-excess mirror for nα = 10). An asterisk indicates
N = Z cores which are extrapolations due to the symmetrization process as
there are no near-core isotope chains in the AME2012. See text for details.
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CHAPTER 5
THE a1 PARAMETER

It may seem a bit peculiar to present the a1 fit parameter last, but in the first five iterations the profile for the a1 values were heavily influenced by the other two parameters. In
the early iterations the a2 term was believed to be a linear function and the line of symmetry of the mass defect for a0 appeared more likely at 24α. These early interpretations
led the a1 values to appear to be parabolas. It became clear that the a1 parameter required
significantly improved understanding of the functional behaviors of the a2 and a0 values.
The results arrived at through the final iteration are presented in Figure 5.1. The trends
are again according to Nmagic in the cores, and NC and IC of the same isotone are indicated with the same color. All near-core a1 values are presented as solid circles while
the inflated-core data are shown as open circles. The solid (NC) and dashed (IC) lines
connecting the data points are linear fits. Note the extrapolation of the inflated-core fits
appear to go to zero binding energy near magic numbers of neutrons, indicated with grey
vertical dot-dash (strongly magic) and small-dash (weakly magic) lines. The uncertainties
are smaller than the data point markers.
A question arises as to what causes the inflated-core a1 values to be lower than the
near-core values. Though more nucleons have been added to a given core, the energy
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The a1 fit parameters for the near-core (solid circles) and the inflated-core (open circles) as a function of nα .

Figure 5.1

binding the excess neutron to the core is reduced. This question will be revisited later in
this section, and in Chapter 8. To help confirm that the a1 values were reasonable results,
the binding energies for isotopes containing ne = 0 and 1 were directly subtracted to give
the first excess-neutron’s ne -core binding energy (i.e. BE(Core + 1ne ) − BE(Core)).
These are shown as empty horizontal bars. What is seen is general linear trends whose
behavior the a1 values imitated, although in lower-nα ranges there are distinct differences
in the two sets of values. To help give these results perspective, the binding energy of a
deuteron is shown with a horizontal dotted line.
Masses have been measured beyond the one-neutron drip line for nuclides with 1 ≤
nα < 4 in their core. The data below Nmagic = 8 showed strong influences due to neutron
drip line effects. Values for these cores are included in Figure 5.1 but may be less reliable
despite reasonable error bars. The near-core a1 containing Nmagic = 2 are shown with blue
stars and those for Nmagic = 8 are shown as open blue circles.
Another observation that can be made is the smooth increase in binding energy as a
function of increasing core size, as would be expected. A linear fit was performed on each
range to gauge the linearity, using the equation
(P,Nmagic )

a1

(P,Nmagic )

(nα ) = a1,0

(P,Nmagic )

+ a1,1

nα ,

(5.1)

where the coefficients are identified by core-proximity (P ) (e.g. near-core[NC] or inflated-

core[IC] ) and the core size labeled by the magic number of neutrons (Nmagic ) contained
within that core. Table 5.1 lists the fit function parameters a1,0 and a1,1 . It is observed
that both proximity trends for each Nmagic appear to terminate at a core containing Nmagic .
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Table 5.1
Linear fit parameters a1,0 and a1,1 from Equation 5.1

Nmagic

(a1,0 )
keV
ne

in core
2
8
20
28
50
82
8a
20
28
50
82b
82
126
a
b

( a1,1 )
keV
ne nα

Near-core
2923(3)
1384(232)
8261(69)
296(18)
8701(6)
288(7)
7429(195)
267(3)
8414(1134)
132(7)
13072(43)
−7(6)
Inflated-core
−4872(−)
3486(−)
−5634(12)
1732(20)
−5158(50)
1160(65)
−6824(57)
743(4)
−13108(5)
686(17)
−6548(117)
473(5)
−14644(19)
484(6)

Termination Core
nα
( a1 )
keV
ne

0
4
10
14
25
41
1
4
4
10
18
14
30

2923(681)
9449(75)
11582(15)
11105(9)
11726(23)
12783(14)
Var. from zero
−1386(−)
1295(60)
−517(593)
601(52)
−757(193)
73(107)
−119(238)

From the nα < 5 region.
May be an artifact of the data fitting.

Extrapolations of inflated-core trends to cores where the a1 = 0 (termination
cores) are listed as well, and includes the variance at that termination core.

For the near-core data points, these magic cores are included in the fit, as the data does
exist for those points. For the inflated-core data points, the extrapolation to a1 = 0 crossed
the zero near magic cores, and the extrapolated a1 values were tested against the magic
number. The variance of the extrapolations from the magic numbers suggested that these
magic cores were likely valid and thus represent a limit of how inflated a given core can be
and still hold additional ne .
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The termination points for the inflated cores produce some interesting information. For
Nmagic = 28 and 50, the termination cores converge near nα = 4 and 10, respectively.
For Nmagic = 20, the linear fits at various iterations yielded a termination core which
overlapped between nα = 3 and 4. For the a1 values with inflated-core Nmagic = 82
there appears a slight bend which alters the projected termination core, and so two were
identified. The Nmagic = 82 trend projects to nα = 14 according to the a1 values seen in
30 ≤ nα ≤ 41, while it projects to about nα = 18 according to those in 25 ≤ nα ≤ 30.
Nmagic = 126 gives a projection to nα = 30. It is unclear at this time whether the splitting
of the Nmagic = 82 IC projections are distinct, real physical features or due to some residual
correlation effect.
For a significant number of iterations, it appeared that the Nmagic = 126 had a slight
bend at N = 92 which projected to nα = 34. However, this was causing trouble with good
variance results for 40 ≤ nα ≤ 46. This then led to concern that Equation 3.1 was not
valid above the lead line at nα = 41. Further complicating this concern was the fact that
at the time, the post-symmetrized near-core a0 values were significantly deviating away
from the symmetrized values. It was then noticed that the a1 values (open green circles
in Figure 5.1) were not tracking in the same manner as the direct values (open gray bars),
whereas the inflated-core Nmagic = 82 a1 values (open blue circles) were. To attempt to
resolve this discrepancy, in the subsequent iteration the a1 for 40 ≤ nα ≤ 46 used the
direct-subtracted values, and a1 was set as the only fixed parameter in the fit. This led
the a2 values in this range to agree strongly with Equation 3.1 and the post-symmetrized
near-core a0 values to align with the symmetrized data and the inflated-core a0 values to
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give the results from Chapter 4.1. These steps are believed to have improved the a1 results,
but the variances in this region remain problematic. This will be discussed in Chapter 9.
A few a1 data points are presented as data anomalies in this plot, including the inflatedcore points for nα = 10 and 40 and the near-core nα = 5 and those for nα = 33 − 35.
For the IC anomalies and the NC anomalies for nα = 33 − 35, this is explained by the
low number of data points (2) in the isotope chain. Despite this drift and making the
assumption on the grounds of consistency with the lower-Nmagic NC a0 patterns that the
linearity holds, the linear fit of Nmagic = 50 is extrapolated to the Nmagic = 82 line. The
uncertainties become more noticeable the further the extrapolation extends. For the NC
anomaly at nα = 5, the most likely cause may be the drip line effects (see Chapter 6).
The simplicity of these linear trends is noteworthy, since the a1 fit parameter is interpreted to represent the single-particle interaction between an excess neutron and the core.
A deeper analysis of the a1 is beyond the scope of this study, and must be investigated
further to fully understand the origin of these results.
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CHAPTER 6
THE NEUTRON DRIP LINE

The choice of a quadratic function to fit the binding energy data was questioned early
on, as discussed in Section 2.3. In addition to the reduced χ2 comparisons, additional
evidence suggested a quadratic trend. The small-core (nα < 5) binding energy curves
exhibit a maximum around the neutron drip line for these low-Z isotope chains as the
binding energy curve no longer increases with increasing ne , but instead begin to trend
lower. Encouraged by these factors, it was decided that Equation 2.5 was an appropriate
fit function. For each core, a vertex can be computed from the fit parameters a0 , a1 , and
a2 for the near-core and inflated-core quadratic functions. These vertices are predictions
of the number of ne of the nuclide at which the binding energy would be maximum such
that adding any more ne would give lower binding energies. Physically, this means that
adding a neutron to a core beyond the vertex requires the removes energy from the nucleus,
which must go somewhere according to the Law of Conservation of Energy. One likely
possibility is that this energy is transferred to this valence neutron in the form of kinetic
energy, enough to overcome any attractive energy binding the neutron to the rest of the
nucleus. Thus, the vertex would represent the neutron drip line, since any excess neutrons
added beyond it would have the energy to drip off the nucleus as an unbound particle.
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The ne of the drip line nuclide is then converted to the total number of neutrons N by
adding the number of neutrons contained within the largest core. Since near-core nuclei
generally trend to an inflated core before the vertex is reached, their drip line prediction
has no physical meaning, thus the following discussion will focus on the inflated core
results only. The drip line predictions from the ADN model are plotted as open squares in
Figure 6.1 in an N vs. Z plot.
There is an interesting feature in Figure 5.1 which suggests some ranges of core sizes
could have a second magic kink and second inflated-core (2IC ) isotope chain. These would
be where the inflated core projections fall below an existing IC and NC pair of a1 values.
Indeed, three cores, nα = 8, 9, and 40 do have binding energy data in this second inflatedcore chain. However, only nα = 40 (which does not have a NC value) has enough data
points to perform fits in the 2IC range and is shown with a square filled with a cross
at about (149,80). While this drip line value exhibits a lower total neutron count than
the first inflated core prediction, it is important to note for the nα = 40 inflated core
containing Nmagic = 126, there are only two data points included from the AME2012 to
which Equation 2.5 can be applied, so at this stage this single representative of secondinflated cores can only tell us that the ADN-predicted drip line should move closer to
the valley of stability. Indeed, the a1 value for this nuclide is shown in Figure 5.1 as an
anomaly, lower than the Nmagic = 126 trend. Using the prediction from that extrapolation
of a2IC,126
= 4660.2 keV at nα = 40, the drip line is moved from (149,80) to (156,80),
1
closer to the rest of the ADN drip line predictions.
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Figure 6.1
The neutron drip line predicted by the ADN model
Shown here as open squares. For comparison, the neutron drip line predicted
by the HFB-27 (gold) and the two-neutron drip line from the covariant energy
density function theoretical model [35] (red) are included. The blue squares
represent all the known masses from AME2012. The inset shows the region
5 ≤ nα ≤ 15 for better clarity. As a reference, the N = Z line (dash) and the
limit implied by the alignment function, Eq. 2.4 (dotted) are also shown.
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Another factor that will affect both inflated core and second-inflated core predictions
for the drip line are the actual drip line effects seen in nα < 5 and not yet accounted for in
this analysis.
In addition to the drip line predictions derived here, Figure 6.1 shows the single-neutron
drip line predicted by the HFB-27 (gold line) and the two-neutron drip line predicted by
covariant energy density functional theory with nonlinear meson couplings, or CDFTNL3*, (smooth red line). The work reported here gives results competitive with HFB27, despite some localized variations on the order of < 10. The two models only vary
significantly beginning around dysprosium (Z = 66 or nα = 33). The first question that
arises is how powerful drip line effects are as the size of the nα core increases, and may
ultimately widen or reduce this disagreement with HFB-27.
The HFB-27 and similar models rely on fitting of parameters for each term in the
model to the known data set (currently, the AME2012). This is essentially what has been
done here, but as opposed a global approach with predetermined suggestions of what forces
are involved and with initial conditions on those forces, the ADN model analysis starts with
fitting the masses and interpreting the results by comparing local trends to neighboring
ones. The second question that arises then is whether there are structure qualities revealed
in the ADN model which are currently unaccounted for in these other models, while is has
already been mentioned that drip line effects are not included in the ADN. These are likely
analogous to the “surface tension” term used by other models.
In Chapter 2.2 an alignment function (Eq. 2.4) was introduced. This function suggests
that as many as 77ne can be added to a core before the alignment gives zero adjustment
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to the odd-ne , and is independent of core size. By adding this to each core, the alignment
limitation line is shown to the far right of the other data. What this means is that pairing
remains a favorable energy management process within nuclei up to and beyond the drip
line for all cores.
In 2007, the first-ever observation of 40 Mg, 42 Al, and 43 Al was made [34], nuclei previously believed to be beyond the neutron drip line. The even-Z nuclide, (40
12 Mg28 ), would
have 6α clusters and ne = 16 according the the ADN model. The 16th excess neutron resides in an inflated core. According to Figure 5.1, the linear fit estimates that this neutron
would bind to the core with 3670 keV. The deuterium binding energy is also indicated in
Figure 5.1 as a dotted line. If we treat the ne -core interaction as a two-particle interaction,
as is done within a deuteron, then the a1 values that lie close to the deuterium line represent interactions whose excess neutrons may have only a few or even one bound state and
become more easily dissociated completely from the core. In other words, we begin to see
a reasonable minimum to the binding energy interaction between neutrons and the core.
Indeed, 40
12 Mg28 would close the inflated core chain containing Nmagic = 20 and the chain
built off of the second-inflated core, which itself contains Nmagic = 28, would follow the
projected a1 trend. It should be noted that the current inflated-core trend for Nmagic = 20
appears to converge around nα = 3 rather than the expected nα = 4. However, if the exponential coefficient in the a2 curve is softened, the a1 values will trend closer to nα = 4,
bringing aIC,20
closer to the deuterium boundary. This would also shift the drip line pre1
diction further out. The a1 value for 41
12 Mg29 lies very near the deuterium binding energy,
thus making observation of a bound state in 41
12 Mg29 very important.
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CHAPTER 7
THE MAGIC NUMBERS

Magic numbers in nuclei have been a significant quantity to reproduce when developing
nuclear structure models ever since they were first noticed. Göppert-Mayer proposed the
first shell model explanation in 1950 by adding strong spin-orbit coupling to the wave
function. The magic numbers (2, 8, 20, 28, 50, and 82) are well known values when
discussing stability patterns of the nucleus. Both Figures 4.3 and 5.1 have included plots
of these values. It is noteworthy that in the context of this dissertation, the magicity of
protons is effectively ignored, and the magic numbers are discussed as neutron numbers,
Nmagic .
There is no evidence that magic numbers play any role in the curve for minu-sociation
effects in a2 . In the current review of the near-core a0 values, the main goal was to simply
demonstrate the unique nature of the data set, with the intention of performing a deeper
analysis later. A counter-intuitive detail does arise from Figure 4.3: only two magic numbers, 28 (nα = 14) and 50 (nα = 25), clearly show a major role in core structure. Symmetrization suggests a new magic number at 72 (nα = 36). By stark contrast, the a1
data reveals significant amounts of information about the core structure, specifically magic
numbers.
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The magic numbers listed above cannot be overlooked in Figure 5.1, as they form the
major kinks in the transition from inflated-core to near-core for each sequence of cores containing Nmagic . The near-core data, following significant refinements through the iterative
least-squares process, is easily fit with linear functions. These linear fits can extrapolate
the near-core a1 values for isotope chains up to at least nα = 40, as was demonstrated in
Chapter 5 for the Nmagic = 50 NC trend.
Inflated cores containing Nmagic = 20, 28, 50, and 126 can be treated as purely linear
trends. But for N = 82 cores, there appears a minor kink which could not be eliminated
from the a1 data and each subset of inflated-core a1 trends are extrapolated to two termination cores at nα = 14 and 20. It should be pointed out that the inflated-core a0 for
this Nmagic range does not converge with the other ranges in seen in Figure 4.2, so this
minor kink may not survive further refinement of the fit data and its termination core at
nα = 20 may not be a real value. Nmagic = 126 extrapolates to an nα = 30 termination
core. Because this termination core has some unclear importance but not does not appear
as structurally powerful as the traditional magic numbers, 60 (nα = 30) is submitted as an
empirically-determined softly-magic number.
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CHAPTER 8
STRUCTURE SCHEME

An ultimate goal for any modeling method is to help clarify the nuclear interactions to a
point that suggests an accurate and physically-realistic theoretical formalism. The first step
is to lay the framework for a ground state structure for even-Z nuclei, as is the aim of this
report. The next step will be to expand to odd-Z ground state structure, and then ultimately
to predict excitation states. The fitting method used here made as few assumptions about
the nucleus as possible, only assuming that pairing of protons to neutrons such that αclustering formed an N = Z core within the nucleus. It is tempting to see the kinks at the
magic numbers of N and summarily ascribe these to shell-model conclusions. In the shell
model, the known magic numbers were found to arise directly from the inclusion of the
spin-orbit interaction; it was principal intent behind the development of the shell model to
explain magic numbers. In the ADN model analysis, however, α-clustering is anticipated
due to energy management within the nucleus as well as other clues outlined in Chapter 1,
and is the only assumption made going into this study. The magic numbers first became
apparent when aligning the isotopic trends, which simply prompted a division of the fitting
around the kinks. In the course of the analysis, the magic numbers then appeared in aN
0 C,
aI0 C, and a1 trends. In this way, magic numbers appeared naturally, which is to say it was
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not a goal of this analysis to find them, yet they were encountered as significant shifts in
the fit parameter trends.

Construction of a structure grouping scheme reflective of the ADN analysis required a
methodical approach. Taken as a single particle, the α cluster is well known to have spin
0. Additionally, the α cluster satisfies both spin and isospin requirements among its four
constituent particles. There is no reason to expect that even in large systems of clusters
that any one cluster would be decomposed by interactions with other bound nucleons or
clusters. Thus, any other nucleons or clusters interacting with one through the strong force
would essentially see a single particle that behaves as a boson which also has a positive
charge and possesses slightly less than four unit masses. As for individual excess neutrons,
these remain fermions of spin 12 . Collectively, α clusters and individual neutrons must be
treated as distinct particles with distinct nuclear potential wells. Thus, a schematic of the
nucleus must include a boson well and a fermion well simultaneously.
The pairing of like nucleons is expected once the proton postulate from Chapter 1.2 has
been satisfied. Consider the neutron-rich isotopes of helium. With a half-life of 800 ms,
6

He is more stable than 5 He , an unbound nuclide, due to the n-n pairing. Like-nucleon

pairs do not exist in an bound state outside a nucleus, e.g. “di-neutron” (dnn ) or “di-proton”
(dpp ). However, the pairing within a nuclear environment should have the same properties
expected of these like-nucleon pairs. For example, the Pauli spin principle requires that
like-nucleon pairs have a total spin state S = 0. If the α clusters have spin 0 and reside
as bosons in a boson well, then like-nucleon pairs should also be able to fill empty states
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Figure 8.1
Proposed general structure grouping scheme based on the ADN model.
Shown is the filling scheme for 135
52 Te83 . Spin-0 clusters (solid black circles
represent α clusters while open circles represent di-neutrons (i.e. dnn )) can
occupy the sites in the boson well, including spin-0 nucleon pairs. Each boson
group is labeled by a Roman numeral; filling of the groups begins in Group
I and proceeds up. The spacing does not represent any specific energy difference. On the right-hand side of each group is the total Nmagic that results from
filling that group with either clusters or di-neutrons, with the number of cluster
sites available to that group in parentheses. The traditional magic numbers are
underlined. The levels to the far right represent the single-particle ne states in
a fermion potential well. Since the well is a distinct well, a open circle is sufficient to represent a single neutron in this well. The dashed gray lines indicate
significant structural boundaries suggested by this research.
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in the α potential well due to their own spin-0 status. By pairing up to form a spin-0 pair,
the dnn would no longer qualify to exist in the fermion well and so must transition into
the boson well, where the interaction between bosons takes on a different quality. Acting
as α-cluster surrogates, adding dnn to the boson well would eventually have the effect of
closing α-well groups, and any additional pairs beyond that Nmagic would start occupying
sites in the next group. Thus, magic numbers would correspond to numbers of neutrons
found in α clusters plus di-nucleon pairs that collectively close specific bosonic structure
groups. This would explain the a2 results, which suggest that the formation of di-neutrons
reduces (without eliminating) the interaction between di-neutron and the N = Z core.
Recall that pairing minu-sociation reduction energy is identical for all isotopes of a given
N = Z core.
Thus, if we begin with the traditional magic numbers, we start with five fundamental
boson groups which respectively can hold 4, 6, 4 11, and 16 clusters each, summing to the
magic numbers 8, 20, 28, 50, and 82, which will be labeled Group I, II, III, IV, and V, respectively. Based on Figure 5.1, we suggest splitting Group V into two subgroups holding
5 and 11 clusters, respectively. Finally, despite the fact that the kink at nα = 36 (N = 72)
arises from conjecture in the near-core a0 (Figure 4.3), we then further split Group V again,
yielding subgroups VA , VB , and VC of 5, 6, and 5 clusters. Figure 8.1 displays a possible
grouping scheme, which includes the appropriate numbers of spin-0 cluster sites for each
level within the boson well. In the boson well, an α cluster is represented with a solid
dot, and the di-neutron with an open circle. For the fermion potential well, since it stands
separate from the boson well, an open circle suffices to represent any single neutrons occu67

pying this well. The fermionic well is built off the core in a way that depends on the size of
the core but is as yet unclear. The spacing and labeling of the groups do not represent any
specific energies. Energy associated with the groups must be determined in future analysis
of the near-core a0 , and there is no obvious reason to expect that the groups in Figure 8.1
should simultaneously correspond to excitation energies. It is possible that Group IV may
also be separated into two subgroups, provided that the splitting of the Nmagic = 82 IC
a1 values is determined to be real. Regarding Group VI, all that is known at this point is
that it can hold up to 22 cluster sites. There is the possibility that it too could be split into
subgroups, but that is beyond the reach of this analysis at this time.
It should be noted that there is experimental evidence for sub-shell closure at Nmagic =
40 (nα = 20) which is not catalogued in the AME2012. In light of this, it could be
considered that Group IV should be split in a fashion similar to what was done to Group V.
However, the only indication in the present work which corroborate this is the lower leg of
the Nmagic = 82, whose termination core is very near nα = 20. Since it has been expressed
that kink in Figure 5.1 which extrapolates to nα = 20 may be not be anything more than a
correlation effect, for now we will leave Group IV as a single group, and neglect external
experimental data as beyond the scope of this study.

Figure 8.2 illustrates the group-filling process for three neighboring near-core and three
inflated-core nuclides in the titanium (nα = 11) chain. Adding a neutron to 45 Ti leads to a
situation where two neutrons are in the fermion well. The formation of the di-neutron will
then shift into the boson well, as shown. Adding yet another neutron simply places that
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Figure 8.2
Examples of filling the boson and fermion wells for titanium isotopes.
Filling sequences are shown for (a) near core and (b) inflated core, using the
same symbols as Figure 8.1. Two excess neutrons in the fermion well will pair
into a di-neutron and shift to an open orbital in the boson well. See text for
detailed discussion.
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neutron in the empty fermion well. The process then repeats as new neutrons are added.
The process is virtually identical for the inflated-core isotope 51 Ti, only the ground state of
the fermion well has shifted in response to the closing of the third energy level, reflecting
the reduced a1 values seen for inflated cores.
In another example, the near-core ne for nα = 19 core from Figure 2.2 are bound to the
core with 12427 keV per ne while its inflated-core ne are bound by 7327 keV per ne , as
seen in Figure 5.1. The near-core of nα = 19 itself has 38 neutrons, 28 of which are bound
with 28 protons, closing Groups I, II, and III with nα = 14 clusters. The remaining 10
neutrons, also bound with 10 protons, reside as five α clusters in Group IV within the core
but do not close the next group. Twelve ne can then be built upon the near-core through
the fermion well before Group IV can be closed. These excess neutrons apparently do not
affect the size of the “core” as they are added to the nucleus, as seen by the other near-core
ne , so as each di-neutron is formed, they must shift to the boson well (manifested as minusociation) while the fermion well remains closely bound to the near core. The inflated
core, however, already contains these twelve additional neutrons such that the nα = 19
core is inflated with 6 di-neutrons to contain 50 total neutrons. The fermion ground state
shifts to become closely bound to this next boson group upon the closure of that group by
di-neutrons. Any ne or di-neutron added beyond this can “see” the full 88-nucleon core,
but they themselves do not inflate the core further as would be seen by other ne until the
next Nmagic is reached.
In Figures 8.1 and 8.2, dashed gray lines indicate significant structure boundaries encountered in the study of the fit parameters. The first line, after nα = 14, is rather definitive,
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showing up as a kink in Figure 4.3 and as a termination core in Figure 5.1. The second,
following nα = 25, may be the most definitive in consideration of its role as a line of symC
metry for aN
mass defect values. Although it was tempting to draw a boundary after the
0

Group VC in order to indicate the crossing of the lead isotopes. However, it was deemed
that the group closure should be sufficient to indicate a boundary ahead of the α-emitter
region, since no other evidence appears in the figures for either a0 or a1 for significant
structure changes at this group.
The formation of structure groups with finite filling requirements for a boson well raises
an interesting concern. Some models dealing with clustering treat the nucleus as a gas of
α clusters [36]. Also, the very nature of pure bosons includes the freedom to place any
number of bosons in a state with impunity. However the results reported here imply that
there must be limitations to the number of α clusters that can be placed in a given group.
As mentioned in the Introduction, Pauling suggested rigid crystalline arrangements of the
clusters. Other similar and more recent models have introduced geometric and molecular
treatments for the core (Ref. [9]). Some preliminary analysis performed on the a0 values
for N = Z has given hints that geometric structure may indeed play a role in limiting the
number of bosons that will fill a nuclear core group. Analysis of these results in the context
of a cluster gas has not been performed.
As mentioned, a clear structurally-significant difference between Group IV and Group
V exists, in which complete closure of the fourth group gives the core a total of nα =
25. An isolated α-decay region that draws interest is that around
105−107
52 Te53−55

105

Te, and includes

105
and 109,110
Te, which has a lone α cluster
54 Xe55,56 [37, 38]. For the case of
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residing in Group VA and a neutron residing in the fermion well, a hand-waving argument
can be made suggesting the only decay mode can be through α emission. The strong closure of the nα = 25 may leave the first α cluster beyond the closure very loosely bound to
the nα = 25 core. This loose-bound state may be so weak that without the ne in the fermion
well the cluster cannot form a bound state with the Group IV core. In other words, the ne
acts as a sort of binding energy anchor for the single cluster. According to Figure 5.1, this
ne is bound to the N = Z core with around 12 MeV, which does not include the single
loose-bound cluster residing in Group VA ; the neutron is more strongly bound to the core
than the cluster! The next tellurium isotope forms a dnn which shifts into Group VA to
join the single cluster, but without a single fermionic neutron there is not a strong enough
anchor to prevent α emission. It is not until 108 Te, in which two di-neutrons join the alpha
cluster, that enough binding exists among the Group VA particles to allow domination by
other modes. Indeed,

108

Te sees a 49% α emission rate, just barely favoring β + /EC over

α emission. Similarly, the two Xe nuclides occupy Group VA with two α clusters and
an eventual dnn . The fifth group may be so isolated that without the ne in

111

Te the two

valence α clusters face the same bonding problems which dominate the decay of 8 Be.
Similar arguments can be fleshed out for the regions of nuclei with N = 83 and 84,
where closures of Group VA and Group VB (starting with 144 Nd) and the occupation of the
Group VC with dnn contributes to the α-decay dominance.
The separation of the fifth major magic grouping into three structure groups between
Nmagic = 50 and 82 (Groups VA , VB , and VC ) relies exclusively on the results from
Figure 5.1. However, the α-decay region from the Chart of Nuclides in Figure 1.1 running
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along the Nmagic = 82 line begins with samarium, which contains one α cluster above
the closed Group VB (nα = 60). This evidence, as well as the fact that nuclides in this
region are exceptionally prone to α decay compared to neighboring nuclei, would seem to
corroborate the distinction of Group VA and Group VB from the traditional magic numbers.
It is also worth noting that clusters which occupy Group VI (and perhaps VII) would
correspond to elements 84 ≤ Z ≤ 92, the region prone to 100% α decay. Furthermore,
the chain 221−226 Ra have shown a 14 C decay mode (∼ 10−12 –10−9 %). In this framework,
three clusters and a di-neutron reside in one of these groups and should be bound to each
other in that group. Most of the time one of these clusters simply tunnels out of the bonds
and emits from the nuclide, but occasionally the four particles retain their association as a
group and emit from the nuclide as 14 C. The alternative explanation for this decay mode,
rare as it may be, requires the arbitrary formation of three α clusters within the same time
frame, and that these three clusters become bound to each other and with a pair of neutrons
prior to exiting the nucleus as a single daughter nuclide.
Although the data and results presented in this article do not necessarily represent irrefutable evidence for the permanent clustering of α in all nuclei, there appears to be increasing circumstantial evidence in favor of this approach. Equation 2.5 is written as a
function of both the number of α clusters (nα ) in the N = Z core and the number of
excess neutrons (ne ) attached to the core:
BE(nα , ne ) = a2 (nα )n2e + a1 (nα )ne + a0 (nα ).
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(8.1)

It is important to note that to get accurate results for a given nuclide, the value ne in this
equation represents the number of excess neutrons as counted from the N = Z core (for
near-core nuclides) or from the nearest core containing Nmagic (for inflated-core nuclides).
For nuclides containing odd-ne , the BE from the alignment function (Equation 2.4, where
ne is counted only from the true N = Z core) must be subtracted from Equation 8.1.
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CHAPTER 9
VARIANCE FROM AME2012

When all three fit parameters in Equation 8.1 were allowed to vary freely, 85% of the
1135 qualifying data points agree within 500 keV (Table 9.1). The refinement process was
critical to determining functional behaviors of a1 and a2 , but this also led to a significant
increase in the root-mean-square (RMS) variance between the ADN method results and the
AME2012, as seen in the third column of Table 9.1. As mentioned, it is possible that a2
parameter may have too-strong a curve in the low-Z region, contributing somewhat to this
RMS variance increase. This can be seen in Figure 9.1, where the data chains for nα = 7
and 19, first seen in Chapter 2 are now shown with their respective 1-sigma uncertainty
bands. The fit for nα = 7 clearly shows an over-curvature, most prominently realized in
the IC region.

In chains with large numbers of isotopes, when one or two parameters are fixed and
the remainder vary freely, there appear some smooth trends to the variances. Most of these
smooth variances are well within 1 MeV, but nevertheless these may indicate an additional
trend characteristic that went unnoticed when Equation 2.5 was first selected to fit the data.
These are indications that a higher-order term will need to be added in future analyses to
yield better fit results.
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Figure 9.1
Plots of the 1-sigma error bands for the data originally seen in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.
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In each of the isotope chains seen in Figures 9.1 and 9.2, the inflated-core regions (two
for nα = 40) each show a much wider 1-sigma error band than the near-core. One analysis
that has not be performed yet is a comparison of the aIC
0 values from Section 4.1 with the
actual masses from AME2012. It is possible that this oversight will give the same general
results discussed in Section 4.1, but having more accurate BE values should lead to much
improved uncertainties, which would propagate to improve these IC 1-sigma error bands.
A more significant contributor to the increased RMS value is the region 41 ≤ nα ≤ 46,
in which the final fits compared to the AME2012 were significantly off (see NC range in
Figure 9.2, lower panel). In this region, the RMS values when a2 and a0 were held fixed
were no lower than 3 MeV. Adjustments to the uncertainties for the isotopes in these chains
were unable to manipulate these bad variances to become in agreement with AME2012,
and for all these cores, several, if not more than half, were simply bad fits. There are a
few possible explanations, the first of which may be that there is a physical quantity that
becomes dominant in this region. This may be related to the as-yet unapplied third-order
term mentioned above.
A second possibility is the accuracy of the masses reported in the AME2012 for this
region. Consider the direct mass measurement of

188−198

Pb [39], which was a part of

an experiment in which over 120 neutron-deficient masses were measured. In Chapter
2.1, the process of atomic mass measurement was discussed briefly. In order to make
precise measurements of a mass, a reference mass whose value is known is needed. In
this particular experiment and the data analysis which followed, 110 reference masses
in the range 53 ≤ Z ≤ 85 and 72 ≤ N ≤ 120 were used to obtain these new mass
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Figure 9.2
Plots of the 1-sigma error bands for the isotope chains for nα = 40 and 42.
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Table 9.1
The variance of the ADN model predictions from the AME2012 masses.
a0 , a2 fixed
a1 freely varying

Variances from Three freely
AME2012
varying
(keV)
parameters
< 100
< 500
< 1000
> 5000
# nuclides
RMS

37%
85%
96%
0
1135
420

5 ≤ nα ≤ 50
11%
39%
62%
5%
1139a
1808

5 ≤ nα ≤ 40
13%
45%
73%
0
890
945

a

This number is slightly higher than the three-free fit due to the inclusion of twoand three-point data sets, which become accessible due to the smaller fit matrices.

measurements. Twenty eight of these reference nuclides were compared to AME1995 to
determine systematic error. Of the 110 reference and 28 error-influencing data points, 15
reference and five error-influence nuclides have Z = 83 and 84. These nuclides are in the
region that show the highest variance in the ADN model calculations.
Two of the Z = 83 nuclides,

202,209

Bi, were checked for previous mass measurement

in the AME2012. As of this dissertation, no direct mass measurements of these data
have been performed. In conducting the data fitting to produce mass predictions in the
AME2012, data are classified in accordance to how they are produced and how they influence other data and are in turn influenced by yet other data. Mass values are determined not
only from direct mass measurement, but also from measurements of the energies of decay
particles. Once refined, these data are compared against neighboring data in the mass surfaces for anomalous deviations. However, if a datum has good precision while having poor
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accuracy, this could conceivably lead to complications in the calculation of the neighboring
masses. In this specific example, the bismuth isotopes only provide masses derived from
decay particle energies. This is not meant as an indictment of the AME evaluation process
(which has been employed and refined over the past half century!), but only to highlight
a possible explanation for the variances the ADN is showing in this region. If reference
data for mass measurements in this region are off, then the relative mass measurements of
nearby nuclides, while very precise, may not be as accurate as desired. It should be noted
that this region of poor ADN variance coincides with the α-decay region seen in Figure 1.1
and discussed in Chapter 1.2. By excluding nα ≥ 41 from the RMS assessment, the RMS
variance drops by half while only excluding 249 nuclides.
Other minor variances that occur include the possibility that some AME2012 data
points may simply be inaccurate due to being near the systematic limits of the data set
and need to be adjusted to reflect the trends in the isotope chains. Although many masses
listed within systematics in the AME2012 do not have mass measurements, the intricate
and comprehensive methods used by the AME2012 authors give mass predictions. As
such, these masses are treated in the ADN study as masses to be compared against the
same as for measured masses. Examples of this are the neutron-deficient 114,117 Ba. While
much of the chain shows variance from AME2012 values (when a0 and a2 are fixed) of
−740 < BE var < 420 keV, the variance of 117 Ba is 1.2 MeV and that of 114 Ba is 4.2 MeV.
Indeed, the masses of 114,117,119 Ba have not been measured. Despite discrepancies such as
this, it is a good indication of the feasibility of the ADN method that more than 45% agree
within 500 keV of the AME2012, and that 73% agree within 1 MeV (when neglecting
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the nα ≥ 41 variances) after refinement. With the addition of the extra fit term and its
parameter in future analysis, such variances should be easily improved.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSION

The measured binding energies of the 2012 Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME2012) have
been investigated using a systematic method that assumes an N = Z core with excess neutrons bound to it. A quadratic fit to these excess neutron trends for each isotopic chain
was performed. Within each isotopic chain kinks were observed at the magic numbers of
neutrons requiring separate fits to be done on each subset. The three quadratic fit parameters are themselves found to be functions of the size of the N = Z cores and represent
different aspects of the nuclear interaction. The curvature fit parameter, a2 , represents the
effect of a nucleon pair’s interaction with the core upon pairing together. The linear fit
parameter, a1 , represents the binding energy between an excess neutron and the core. The
constant term, a0 , represents the binding energy within the core and at each kink. The a2
parameter was demonstrated to have a decaying-exponential nature as a function of the
number of α clusters within the core. A new mass excess was calculated for the near-core
fit parameter a0 using the α-particle mass instead of the standard atomic mass unit, leading
to a nearly-symmetric set of N = Z binding energy values for all even-Z nuclei. These
results for N = Z cores have been compared to Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB-27) and
Finite-Range Droplet Model (FRDM) calculations. The a1 fit parameters displayed a lin-
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ear behavior which which projects to neutron magic numbers. Analysis of the kinks in the
a0 and a1 behaviors led to discussion of the roles of the magic numbers, and the identification of additional empirically-determined softly-magic numbers. A simple boson level
scheme for the N = Z core on the assumption of α clustering is presented, with singleparticle excess neutrons residing in a fermion well which is built off the core. Through
several iterative refinements to the three fit parameter functions, this systematic method of
mass fitting leads to 45% agreeing with the AME2012 catalogue of measured masses at
less than 500 keV, and over 73% agreeing within 1 MeV when neglecting nα > 40.
It is important to be able to predict masses with accuracies below 100 keV. The methods
presented here have successfully accomplished that for a significant number of the even-Z
nuclides which have been measured at least one time. Further refinement of these formulae
is quite feasible by adding a higher-order term to the fit function. Deeper analysis of the
a0 terms will focus on illuminating inter-cluster interactions. Once these have been done,
the next stage will be to use these refined values to empirically derive the Coulomb effect
for proton-rich nuclides. This process will also be performed for the odd-Z nuclei listed in
AME2012 by inclusion of deuterons.
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CHAPTER 11
INTRODUCTION: 74 Cu β DECAY

The decay profile of radioactive daughters produced as the result of the fission of heavy
and superheavy nuclei is of major importance to the development of next-generation nuclear power plants. This profile, called decay heat, is essentially a map of the energy
emitted during the decays of the fission products toward stability. Over the years attempts
to model the decay heat as a function of time have been made using the available data for
the decays of the fission daughters [40, 41]. Specific attention has been drawn to the period
from 300 to 3000 s, after the reactor has been shut down, a time during which the decay
heat calculations may be improperly determined with current models [42]. Among the
decay modes by which this energy is released are β and γ emission. For a given fissioning
heavy nuclide (e.g.

235

U) these two modes together may carry on the order of 14 MeV of

energy from the daughters. Due to limitations of the measurement equipment, the γ-ray energy actually released by a decaying nuclide in situ is not fully accounted for in the decay
scheme measured in the laboratory, a discrepancy that is propagated into the decay heat
calculations. This discrepancy between predicted decay heat and actual energy released
has been associated with the pandemonium effect, in which failure to include feedings
to higher states results in overestimations of the β-decay energy and incorrect β strength
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functions are fed into the decay heat calculations. The threshold at which this discrepancy
becomes a prominent problem is when the highest known energy level in a decay daughter
is less than 70% of the total Qβ window.
The β decay of 74 Cu has been studied previously using high-resolution techniques [44,
45]. The Qβ of 74 Cu is rather high at 9751 keV [4]. The first study, performed by Winger
et al, found just 19 γ rays and placed them among ten excited states up to just under 3.0
MeV excitation energy. The second study was performed by Van Roosbroeck et al using
similar detectors but a much higher production of

74

Cu. Their work was able to propose

an improved level scheme of 21 levels using 32 placed γ rays, extending the highest level
up to around 5.6 MeV. However, despite having improved the known level scheme for
74

Cu over that proposed by Winger et al, Van Roosbroeck et al’s scheme only raised the

expectation that there are a significant number of high-lying levels that must exist but have
not been taken into account.
Work done by Yoshida [46] and Algora [47] has brought attention to the fact that
the type of measurement from which level schemes are developed has significant influence
over understanding of the pandemonium effect. In their works, it is demonstrated that total
absorption γ-ray spectroscopy (TAGS) leads to improvements in the decay heat calculations. This is due to the high efficiency of a TAGS detector array, which is able to sum
the γ-ray energies emitted in cascades from high-lying states fed directly by β decay of
the parent. This avoids the problem from high-resolution (and low-efficiency) detectors in
which very weak transitions and transitions from high-lying states (often corresponding to
large energies) are more difficult to capture.
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The work presented here will demonstrate a significant increase in our knowledge of
the higher-lying states of the 74 Cu using an HPGe detector array. Additionally, we will be
able to present a list of γ rays belonging to 74 Cu that could not be placed in the level scheme
because of insufficient statistics in the γ-γ coincidence spectra. Despite the improvement
in the decay database which results from this study, the argument will be made that a TAGS
measurement of this nuclide must be pursued in future work in order to gain a clear profile
of the decay behavior of 74 Cu.
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CHAPTER 12
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiment was performed at the Holifield Radioactive Ion Beam Facility (HRIBF)
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) (Figure 12.1). A 54-MeV proton beam was
generated by the Oak Ridge Isochronous Cyclotron ( ORIC) and impinged upon a uranium
carbide (UCx ) target, inducing fission. The fission daughters were then thermalized and
ionized in a hot plasma ion source. The positively-charged ion beam was directed through
a mass separator with resolution M/δM of about 600 in order to separate the beam by isobar masses; thus, all but A = 74 were discarded. In the original experiment performed
by Winger et al and using a similar beam production method, the 74 Zn were produced and
implanted at a much higher rate than 74 Cu, limiting the results in the analysis. Specifically,
the presence of γ rays from the

74

Zn β decay overwhelmed the those from the

74

Cu β

decay, making it difficult to distinguish all but the strongest transitions from any newlymeasured weak

74

Zn γ rays sitting on a large statistical background. This issue was also

a factor in the experiment performed by Van Roosbroeck et al, despite the fact that they
used a laser-ionization source to extract the A = 74 masses. To resolve the daughterdominance issue in the current experiment, the isobarically-resolved A = 74 beam was
passed through a charge-exchange cell, in which the positive ions collect electrons to be87
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Figure 12.1
The HRIBF facility located at ORNL.
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come either neutrally- or negatively-charged. Since zinc closes an electronic d -subshell, it
will not become negatively charged after passing through the cell. The beam was then sent
through a high-resolution isobar separator, where the resolution M/δM of about 10,000 was
sufficient to separate

74

Cu from

74

Ga as well as any other residual contaminants and the

neutrally-charged 74 Zn particles were not deflected. By this stage the beam was quite pure
74

Cu which was then sent to the Low Energy Radioactive Ion Beam Spectroscopy Station

(LeRIBSS) (Figures 12.1 12.2).
At LeRIBSS, the particles were implanted into a moving tape collector (MTC) positioned at the center of the detector array. As the 74 Cu decayed through its β-decay chain,
the unstable nuclide emitted a β-electron, which was detected by a pair of plastic scintillators, each with ∼50% efficiency. The γ-ray detector array was composed of four highpurity germanium (HPGe) clover detectors, each of which was composed of four crystals,
and with a collective 6.2% efficiency at 1.3 MeV. In order to maximize the solid angle for
capturing emitted γ rays, two of the clovers were situated as close to the β detectors as
possible such that about an inch of the clover ends overlapped as shown in Figure 12.2.
It should be noted that without shielding between detectors the overlap did increase the
probability for backscatter events.

As stated above, the 74 Cu ions were implanted in the MTC, a continuous loop of mylar
tape which had been coated with a thin layer of Al. The MTC operation has two basic
modes for capturing γ rays emitted from the accumulated particles: cycle and saturation.
In MTC cycle mode, a sequence of times is set in which: 1) the MTC is stationary and
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Figure 12.2
The LeRIBSS experimental setup at HRIBF
Setup is comprised of a pair of scintillators and four HPGe clovers situated in
close configuration around the MTC implantation site.
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the beam continually implants on one site while being observed with the detector array
(“beam-on”), 2) the beam is deflected away while the deposited activity continues to be
measured (“beam off”), and 3) the MTC removes the implantation site to a location far
from the detector setup (“move”). In this experiment, the data acquisition system continually collects data throughout multiple sequences of the MTC cycle. The second mode,
saturation, does not require any action by the MTC as the implantation site is held stationary. This allows the deposited source to achieve and maintain secular equilibrium.
Within the A = 74 decay chain, the half-lives are:
74

74

Cu – 1.63(5) s, 74 Zn – 95.6(12) s,

Ga – 487(7) s. Four runs were performed in the course of the experiment to accumulate

the desired number of events. The first run lasted 309 s, using a short MTC cycle to identify
the A = 74 mass chain. The second run lasted 3133 s and used a long MTC cycle time so
that the 606-keV γ ray from the 74 Cu decay had a similar height to the 595-keV γ ray from
the 74 Ga decay, which is stable, providing the same statistics for both. The third run was
carried out in saturation mode for 2863 s while secular equilibrium was being achieved.
Finally, the fourth run was also run in saturation mode, which began immediately following
the third run upon achieving secular equilibrium, and without moving the MTC. The fourth
run lasted 1810 s to complete the original target of accumulated counts.
A totally-digital data acquisition system was used, in which the data was collected in a
triggerless mode in order to avoid loss of valid data. The purpose of the scintillators was,
as mentioned, to identify β-decay events. For every β-decay event from a parent that does
not go directly to the ground state of the daughter, at least one γ is emitted which may
be detected by the clover array. Such a γ-ray event can be catalogued as being associated
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in coincidence with that β decay. For cascades wherein the de-excitation of the daughter
must transition through at least two energy levels, multiple γ rays are emitted which can
be equally associated in coincidence with the same β particle as well as each other. Each
energy event, β or γ-ray, was captured in a channel of the data acquisition associated
with the specific detector, and stored as an event “energy” signal along with a time stamp.
By correlating time stamps, the construction of histrogram spectra for a variety of uses,
particularly for coincidence analysis, could be performed. The principal options were:
• γ singles — all γ rays collected, regardless of source. This spectrum was used to
perform peak fitting, as described in Chapter 3.1.
• β-γ singles — all γ rays collected in coincidence with a β event. This eliminates environmental background radiation from the singles spectrum. Comparison of this
with the γ singles spectrum also helped with identification of parent isotopes in
blended peaks due to the energy dependence of the β detection efficiency.
• γ-γ — all γ rays collected in coincidence with at least one other detected γ ray. An
“addback” version of this histogram was also produced (see List of Symbols and
Acronyms).
• β-γ-γ — any γ rays which were collected in coincidence with both a β event and at
least one other γ ray. An “addback” version of this histogram was also produced.

The γ-γ with addback was the primary coincidence matrix used as part of the coincidence
analysis discussed in Chapters 13 & 14. There were advantages to using either γ-γ or β-γγ (both with and without addback) for coincidence analysis but ultimately both were used
as necessary to properly identify and organize cascade sequences and placement within the
level scheme. The particulars of these two spectra will be further discussed in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER 13
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

13.1 Singles spectrum: generation and analysis
13.1.1 Initial energy calibration of the crystals
As described in the previous chapter, data acquired in the laboratory is stored as a
raw “energy” by channel according to which crystal recorded it. The raw data spectra,
however, still vary from crystal to crystal due to physical characteristics of each crystal
(such as absolute purity, neutron damage, etc.). Each crystal therefore must be calibrated
individually using the same reference, such as a reference set of known γ-ray energies. For
this experiment, selected peaks from each of the measured nuclides have been catalogued
in the National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC) from previous experiments and satisfied the
conditions of being strong against statistics as well as reasonably pure peaks in order to be
used for calibration of the crystals.
The data was provided with a base calibration from ORNL. This means that when event
energies were catalogued, the event energy in each crystal’s event log was set in reference
to that crystal’s response to calibration with a standard source (60 Co). The calibration was
inherently different for each crystal due to the crystal’s individual charge collection characteristics. Indeed, after some initial investigation of the spectrum produced by summing
the sixteen crystals, it was discovered that significant damage to the bottom clover in the
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LeRIBSS array had rendered the data captured by each of its four crystals unusable for
analysis. That subset of data was therefore not included in the subsequent construction and
calibration of the summed spectrum. The twelve remaining crystals were then individually recalibrated using selected peaks in an energy range from 88 keV to 4.3 MeV (most
from 74 Ga) whose energies have been measured previously (see Table 13.2). These peaks
were also selected because they were each found to be clean, which is to say that these
peaks were each due to only one decay transition from only one nuclide and were free
from impurities. The preference for 74 Ga γ rays was because 74 Ge is stable, thus the γ rays
associated with the β decay of 74 Ga were better known, having been measureed in multiple
eperiments (not just β decay), providing a sort of independent calibration reference for the
crystals. The calibration above 3.2 MeV required estimated energies using escape peaks
as described later. Once the peaks were properly aligned with the new calibration, the histograms could be summed into one complete spectrum. Due to the overlap of important
peaks in the summed spectrum, the calibration was set so that each channel number represented a 0.4-keV bin in the γ-ray singles spectrum as well as the coincidence matrix’s
horizontal axis. This gave a higher resolution for more precise fitting and gating to isolate
the peaks.

13.1.2

Peak fitting

The transition energy between two states in a nucleus is a reasonably specific energy
with a narrow inherent uncertainty. Similarly, all γ rays emitted in the transition of a
particle from the same higher state to the same lower state would possess the same energy
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and narrow uncertainty. In an ideal detector, the detector itself would capture this γ ray
and the full energy of the γ ray would be perfectly absorbed and converted into a signal to
be stored. The peaks of a decay spectrum would be extremely narrow, appearing quite like
a δ function. In a real detector, however, each peak in a spectrum measured is actually a
composite of a Gaussian-shaped peak whose centroid is the energy of the γ ray and various
secondary components which arise from several possible events that may occur when the
γ ray enters the detector and gets converted into a signal. We are ultimately interested
in the energy of the γ ray represented by the peak in order to know the energy of the
transition within the decay scheme, and the area of the peak, from which we can learn the
intensity of the γ ray. The area will come from two fit components which contribute to the
reconstruction of the full peak.
Using the gf3 program from the RadWare software package to fit the singles spectrum,
which employs a base Gaussian function of the form
(
)
(x−x )2
− 2 0
R
2σ
G(x) = h 1 −
e F W HM
100

(13.1)

to fit the peak’s event-count profile as a function of channel number, x. Here, x0 is the
centroid of the Gaussian, h is the height of the total peak, and σF W HM is the characteristic
width of the Gaussian. R will be defined later. It is important to note that based on the
factors that follow, the centroid of the Gaussian and the centroid of the total peak will not
be the same values as the energy increases. Only the centroid of the Gaussian, not that of
the peak, is of interest to this analysis, as it represents the true γ-ray energy. Additionally,
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by integrating Equation 13.1 over all channels, the area of the Gaussian can be calculated,
according to
aGaussian

(
)
√
R
=h 1−
σF W HM 2π.
100

(13.2)

This value will be beneficial in determining the full area of the peak.
There is inherently an asymmetry to the peaks related to the physical limitations of the
detector crystal, including imperfections due to impurities or neutron damage to the lattice.
This results in an additional exponential tail seen on the lower-energy side of the peak. A
skewed Gaussian is thus added to the peak fitting to account for this effect, which is given
by
Gskew (x) = hRe

x−x0
βskew

[

]
x − x0
σF W HM
erfc √
+√
.
2σF W HM
2βskew

(13.3)

The R parameter relates to the fraction of the peak height, h, at which the skewed Gaussian component becomes effective, and βskew gives the “skewedness” of the skew Gaussian
component. The height of the skew Gaussian itself is h ∗
tion 13.1 is

R
.
100

(
)
R
h =h∗ 1−
,
100
′

Thus, the height of Equa-

(13.4)

where h′ is identified as the maximum point on the Gaussian curve. Additionally, the
skewed Gaussian accounts for an area
askew

hRβskew −
=2
e
100

2
σF
W HM
2β 2
skew

.

(13.5)

of the total peak’s area, so that the intensity can be determined from a = aGaussian + askew .
The broadening of the ideal peak from an effective δ function to a Gaussian is a direct
consequence of the detector contributing to the measurement. This is due to thermal energy
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which is sufficient to excite electrons into the conduction band; in order to minimize this
contribution, the detector crystals were kept cooled to cryogenic temperatures. Despite this
precaution, the broadening of the peak does occur still. The total counts (a) in the peak are
the same regardless of the detector’s contribution to the shape. It has been shown that a
relationship exists between the peak height, h, and the peak area, a, which depends on its
width profile, σF W HM . In spectroscopy, it is more standard to reference the width in terms
of the full-width-at-half-maximum, or FWHM, i.e. the width of the spectral peak at half
the maximum height. While h will be strongly affected by the width of the channel bins
when conducting the scans to produce the histograms, the FWHM will generally follow
a much smoother function of the γ-ray energy and is much less influenced by the binning
choice. FWHM and the Gaussian’s characteristic width are related according to
√
FWHM = σF W HM 8 ln 2.

(13.6)

For further detail on FWHM, the reader is encouaged to review Reference [48].
When a incident γ ray Compton-scatters off of an electron, the most likely consequence
in a small or intermediate-size detector is that the reduced-energy γ ray will exit the detector and be lost. The Compton electrons are then detected and contribute a “Compton
continuum” to the background. The background under a given peak is thus a conglomeration of Compton continua from higher-energy peaks. This is treated with a simple quadratic
function,
Compton(x) = A + Bx + Cx2 .
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(13.7)

The coefficients A, B, and C are parameters that are found through iterative fittings of the
region surrounding and including the peaks. These values are more accurate when more
background is included in the fitting regions.
Finally, a small percentage of these scattered γ rays may interact with the detector
before exiting, leading to partial (second Compton event) or complete recovery of that
secondary γ energy. This has the effect of adding to the background on the lower-energy
side of the peak, and is referred to as a “step function”,
[

]
x − x0
Step(x) = S ∗ erfc √
.
2σx

(13.8)

In this equation, S is a parameter fit through the iterative fitting calculation. In this experiment, the step function influence largely disappeared above 200 keV. Since only one γ ray
(199 keV) was found below this energy, the step function was not a factor in the fitting of
the 74 Cu peaks. The value was set ultimately to S = 0.01 (a setting of S = 0.00 often led
to the fit matrices blowing up).
The composite of the four equations (Equations 13.1, 13.3, 13.7, and 13.8) were used
to reconstruct a peak by doing a nonlinear least-squares fit. Specifically, the parameters
involved include A, B, C, R, βskew , and S for the fit range, as well as the x0 , FWHM, and
h for each peak in a fit range. As many as all nine of these parameters can be free to vary in
a fit. However, in order to establish consistency in the fitting of the peaks across the full 5
MeV range of the spectrum, it was important to establish the behavior of the fit parameters
which most closely represent the effects of the physical detector, namely R, βskew , FWHM
and S.
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Table 13.1
Peaks used for calibration of individual crystals.
k1
k2
k3
k4

−6.395 × 10−4
21.051
1.254 × 10−3
-0.271

S
k5
k6
k7

0.01
0.00
0.7031
2.1529

Five peaks spanning the spectrum (0 - 5.5 MeV) collected by twelve good detector
crystals were used to determine these parameters, which were refined through multiple
iterations of fixing one of the detector parameters, R, βskew , FWHM or S.
The parameter R was found to vary linearly as a function of channel number, or, more
accurately, as a function of γ ray energy (peak centroid), according to
R(x) = k1 x + k2 .

(13.9)

This is found to be true also for the βskew , which itself follows
βskew (x) = k3 x + k4 .

(13.10)

The step function is a bit different, as it was found to have a nearly negligable effect,
particularly for the coincidence spectrum of 74 Cu. As mentioned, when calibrating these fit
parameters, S was set to 0.01 with negligable loss of information. Finally, for the FWHM,
we allowed the possibility of a quadratic relationship with respect to channel number, so
FWHM(x) =

√
k5 x2 + k6 x + k7 .

(13.11)

All ki parameters of these three equations were determined using a linear least-squares fit
of the five reference peaks 596, 868, 1064, 2357, and 4255 keV. This process was repeated
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several times in order to improve the reliability of the ultimate forms of Equations 13.913.11. Table 13.1 gives the final values of these detector-specific fit parameters. These
parameters were set at the intialization of the gf3 program and are held fixed throughout
the peak-fitting analysis of the spectrum. Thus, only the background (A, B, and C) and
the Gaussian’s centroid and height are free to vary during the fit process. In general, gf3
can perform up to 50 iterations in order for the fit parameters to converge such that the
best reduced-χ2 value is achieved, although frequently such a number of iterations were
unnecessary.
With the fit parameters established, every potential peak identified in the γ-ray singles
spectrum was fit, with their centroids and areas compiled into a list of possible decay γ
rays. A total of 425 peaks were distinguished from the background and fit. Once compiled,
this list of peaks was coincidence-gated using the techniques outlined in the next section
and assigned to one of the decaying nuclides, or classified otherwise (i.e. escape peak,
sum peak, etc.). Ultimately, 121 γ rays were determined with some measure of statistical
confidence to belong to 74 Cu.

13.1.3

Final energy calibration

As the final step in the energy calibration, once each peak had been fit and assigned, a
confirmation of the calibration to the full length of the summed spectrum was performed.
Of the five peaks used for the primary calibration, the 4255-keV peak had not been previously observed. In order to verify the calibration, a bit of a trick was used. A first round
of energy calibration was performed using clean peaks, with previously-measured energies
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Table 13.2
Peaks used to check calibration of the the summed singles spectrum.
γ ray Energy
(keV )
88.496(24)
346.46(5)
452.55(9)
492.936(6)
558.24(22)
595.847(6)
630.72(12)
812.61(9)
867.898(6)
961.055(10)
983.7(3)
1064.35(6)
1101.267(12)
1443.38(7)
2149.(2)
2257.(1)
2299.1(3)
2723.(3)
3191.(4)
3232.41(3)
3553.77(7)
3743.77(11)
3777.96(10)
4064.76(7)
4254.76(11)
4288.96(10)

gf3 Channel
Isotope
Zn
Zn
Cu
Ga
Cu
Ga
Zn
Cu
Ga
Ga
Zn
Cu
Ga
Ga
Cu
Ga
Cu
Cu
Cu
Ga
SEP-4064
SEP-4255
SEP-4288
Peak-4065
Peak-4255
Peak-4288
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222.019(22)
866.777(17)
1131.695(24)
1232.599(18)
1396.11(5)
1489.941(3)
1576.44(5)
2031.372(13)
2169.907(17)
2402.95(7)
2458.62(7)
2660.874(13)
2753.6(3)
3608.59(6)
5371.11(8)
5642.79(12)
5746.77(4)
6806.97(19)
7976.05(20)
8081.35(23)
8881.4(5)
9360.420(4)
8444.5(4)
10159.2(4)
10637.52(21)
10720.77(20)

between 89 keV and 3232 keV (Table Table 13.2). A linear fit of these data was used to
interpolate the energy of a double-escape peak (“DEP”); in this case, the 3043-keV DEP
which comes from the 4065-keV γ ray. By adding 510.9989461(31) keV to the 3043-keV
peak, the 3553-keV single-escape peak (SEP) energy was determined. This peak’s channel
number was identified, and then another electron mass was added to give the energy for the
real 4064-keV γ ray and its channel number was identified as well. These two points were
added to the set of calibration points, the fit was recalculated, and a new DEP was found in
order to continue the extension of the energy calibration. By doing this, calibration of the
higher-energy region of the spectrum was obtained. The final linear calibration fit using a
total of 26 peaks (these six data points in addition to those below ∼3.2 MeV) is
Energy(x) = 0.400046(15)x − 0.191(32)keV.

(13.12)

The calibration ratio 0.4 keV/Channel is thus reliably extended to include all peaks up to
the 4288-keV peak. However, this calibration does more than confirm the good calibration
performed earlier, but also tells us how well we know the energies (Figure 13.1). Though
there are peaks that exist in the spectrum beyond this energy, they are very weak and do not
give much beneficial insight in coincidence gating. Despite this, we have good confidence
in the calibration, and therefore in the energies of all the peaks in the spectrum.

The full energy calibration with uncertainties determined from the error matrix was
then used in the program MASTER in order to calculate γ-ray energies and level energies.
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!" #
Figure 13.1
Final detector energy calibration.
The γ rays listed in Table 13.2 are overlaid on the coincidence matrix (Top intensity color coded). Variance of linear fit energy values from the adopted
γ-ray energies as a function of the gf3 fit channels (0.4 keV/channel) shown
below. See text for details.
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Photopeak Efficiency
Full Range Fit

Absolute Photopeak Efficiency ( )

E > 80 KeV Fit

Equation:
x=log10(E /E0)
E in keV

0.1

E0=1000 keV
2

= 10

Full Range Fit:
A = -1.2275(22)
B = -0.7519(117)
C = +0.0351(138)
D = -0.1559(377)
F = 0

4

5

E > 80 keV Fit:
A = -1.2285(19)
B = -0.7344(121)
C = +0.0436(126)
D = -0.2567(489)
F = 0

G = +0.2534(202)
2

G = +0.3425(366)
2

r =0.9980
2

3

(A+B*x+C*x +D*x +F*x +G*x )

r =0.9985
2

=1.79

=1.40

100

1000

Energy (keV)

Figure 13.2
Detector efficiency calibration.
The individual photopeak efficiencies and the total efficiency are shown. The
non-linear fit of the efficiency and its coefficients are shown on the plot.
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13.1.4 Efficiency Calibration

Once the energy calibration is completed, we can proceed with good confidence that we
know the energies of the γ rays very well. Recall that we are interested in both the energies
of the γ rays as well as the intensities. The final energy calibration allows us to calibrate
the efficiency of the detector array, thus improving our ability to determine good values
of the intensities of the γ rays and thus the feedings to the levels. Figure 13.2 shows the
efficiency calibration curve for the LeRIBSS array. The photopeak efficiency for selected
peaks are shown. Also shown on the plot is the efficiency fit (ε) as a function of channel
energy, its fit parameters A, B, C, D, F, and G (not related to the aforementioned variables
of the same designation), and the confidence values for the fit.
As shown in Figure 13.2, the higher-energy γ rays are not captured with the same
efficiency as the lower energy γ rays, meaning that the areas of the peaks associated with
the high-energy γ rays do not represent the same number of decay events as the lower
energy γ rays. This can impact our results if not properly accounted for, since higherenergy γ rays would give lower feeding rates to low-lying
gamma rays and levels. The definition of efficiency of a particular γ ray is
εγ =

counts in detector atEγ
.
events emittingγ

(13.13)

In terms used here, it can be written as
εγ =

aγ
,
Iγ ∗

(13.14)

where aγ is simply a, the area of the total peak, for that particular γ ray and Iγ∗ is the raw
intensity of the γ rays incident upon the detector. On its own, Iγ∗ is not terribly informative,
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as it is just a number of counts with no context. To achieve context, we select a γ ray to
be the reference γ ray, and determine all other γ-ray intensities relative to the reference γ
ray. It is natural to use the decay from the first excitation state, and somewhat convenient,
as will be discussed below. For this study, the 606-keV γ ray was selected as the reference
∗
γ ray. By taking the ratio of each Iγ∗ to I606
, the relative γ-ray intensity is determined.

The relative intensity of the 606-keV γ ray is thus set to 100, and all other intensities are
relative to this value. This calculation was performed in MASTER for all γ rays belonging
to 74 Cu had been identified and fit in gf3.
In order to determine the absolute γ-ray intensities, all transitions to the ground state
had to be identified. The convenience of setting the 606-keV γ ray as the reference peak
is that as the first excited state, that state could only have one transition to the ground
state. By summing the relative intensities of all the direct transitions to the ground state,
including the 606-keV γ ray, it was possible to effectively account for all events that fed
to any excited state (Ig.s. = 116.9(3)). The ratio of the relative intensity I606 to the total
ground state relative intensity gave the branching ratio of the first excited state, which
was 86(3)%. The branching ratio is the absolute intensity of the γ ray, which is the total
percentage of events which will result in the emission of that γ ray. Once the branching
ratio is known, this value is used to recalibrate the Iγ values for all the 74 Cu γ rays, giving
the absolute γ ray intensities.
The final step in calibration of the results is to perform a summing correction. Despite
the apparent isotropy of the emission of γ rays, there exists the possibility of two coincident
γ rays arriving at and being detected by a single crystal within the clover array (e.g. the
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606-keV and 812-keV γ rays). When this occurs, a single γ ray energy is recorded (in this
example, at Eγ = 1418 keV), creating a false peak energy and subtracting a count from
each of the real 606-keV and 812-keV peaks. To compensate for this, a summing correction
is performed which uses the intensities of γ rays feeding into and out of each level to make
minor adjustments to the intensities. Once the summing correction is completed and the
corrected applied, the intensities are again recalculated and reported as the absolute Iγ
values for the respective γ ray.

13.2

Coincidence gating techniques

When coincidence data are accumulated with high enough statistics, coincidence analysis becomes possible. The spectra listed at the end of Chapter 12 made possible several
avenues for such analysis. The total 74 Cu β-decay events accumulated for the entire experiment was one of the central goals of this experiment. Although the previous experiments
had enough counts for coincidence analysis, the accumulation in this experiment significantly exceeded the accumulations in the previous experiments, thus enhancing the ability
to perform a coincidence study on much weaker peaks.

Of the various coincidence spectra, the two γ-γ spectrum had an higher total events
count, which was beneficial when trying to identify and analyze very weak peaks in the
spectrum. However, this benefit was occasionally mitigated by the fact that large numbers
of Compton events in the background were coincident with events within the peak as much
as with events in the background beneath the peak. This was an issue for high-energy γ rays
that were very weak to begin with, since they ultimately get subtracted out in the gating
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Figure 13.3
Example of gates for coincidence analysis.
Gate of the domain of the peak containing as little contribution from other
nearby peaks as possible is shaded light grey, while a clean background region
nearby the peak is shaded dark grey. See text for details. The horizontal axis is
scaled at 0.4 keV/channel in order to accomplish precise gates; the true energy
scale for this same range is displayed at the top of the plot.
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process. On the other hand, the main drawback of using the β-γ-γ spectrum was to do with
transitions out of high-lying energy levels. In order to populate these high-energy states,
the β-decay process must emit the newly-formed electron at a very low kinetic energy.
These β-electrons’ low energy means they are will not be able to pass through the beamline
walls and reach the scintillators to be detected. So, when using the β-γ-γ spectrum to
perform coincidence analysis, these valid but very weak

74

Cu lines are excluded from

the coincidence spectrum. There are a couple of bright spots to using this histogram, as
not only are contaminant peaks (including 74 Zn and 74 Ga γ rays) removed or reduced, so
are the Compton backgrounds due to these contaminants. There is another spectrum that
can be generated from the raw data which improves the peak-to-background ratio of the
peaks, which is called “addback”. Addback is a protocol within the spectrum-building
program that identifies two or more coincident γ rays that are detected by neighboring
crystals within a clover. The addback thus adds these two (or more) γ-ray energies back
together, thus increasing counts in the peak and reducing counts in the background or in
escape peaks. This does have the effect of turning the four individual crystals within the
clover into one single detector. This leads to poor resolution in the γ-ray singles but is fine
for the γ-γ coincidence matrices.In each of these coincidence matrices, the ultimate effect
is improved peak-to-background ratio, increased counts within the peaks, and very weak
lower-energy peaks become more easily resolved from the background. Examples of this
will be demonstrated in the next chapter.
The gating process is relatively straightforward. Consider the top plot in Figure 13.1.
One notices vertical and horizontal streaks which intersect in various places. The hori109

zontal axis is the channel number, calibrated to the aforementioned 0.4 keV per channel.
Strong vertical streaks which originate from the horizontal axis are strong peaks in the
γ-ray singles spectrum. The horizontal streaks in this figure are themselves peaks whose
energies are given by the calibration on the vertical axis. For a given vertical streak, any
horizontal streak which intersects with it is a coincidence. By capturing a selected range
of channels on the horizontal axis, a coincidence spectrum as a projection onto the vertical
axis is captured as a histogram. This selected range of channels is the “gate”.
In coincidence analysis, at least two gates associated with a peak of interest must be
identified. Consider, for example, the reasonably clean peak at 1064 keV shown in Figure 13.3, taken from the γ-ray singles spectrum. The true energy axis (1.0 keV/channel)
is shown at the top and the scaled (0.4 keV/channel) axis is shown on the bottom. In
this figure, the peak-with-background gate is indicated in light grey and the corresponding background gate is indicated with dark grey. By subtracting the spectrum coincident
with the background histogram from that of the peak-with-background, the spectrum of
γ rays coincident with, in this case, the 1064-keV γ rays only should be revealed. Note
that it is important these gates should be the same width in order to accomplish as close to
one-to-one subtraction of the backgrounds.

Once the twelve good crystals were calibrated and combined as described in the previous section, the gating of the principal peak from each daughter in the chain was performed
and compared with the total list of peaks in the spectrum to identify coincidences. The
principal lines for each nuclide were the 606 keV for 74 Cu, 57 keV for 74 Zn, and 596 keV
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Figure 13.4
Selective background gates used to isolate the coincidence spectrum of the 1133-keV
transition.
This technique was adapted to isolate the principal 74 Cu peak at 606 keV.
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for 74 Ga. The technique used in this experiment to generate a pure copper beam allowed
the accumulation the 74 Cu γ-ray peaks without γ rays from its own daughters from overwhelming or obscuring the 74 Cu peaks, as happened in the previous experiments. Despite
this, several compound peaks were found in the spectrum. In these cases, issues arose
when using one peak-with-background and one background gate, due to the severity of the
overlap of the peaks. In order to overcome this issue, the gates were manipulated in order
to maximize the strength of the coincidence counts while minimizing the contamination in
the coincidence spectrum from the overlapping peak (Figure 13.4). For example, consider
the 1133-keV peak, which overlaps the 1132-keV peak (74 Ga) and 1139-keV peak (74 Cu).
Due to the overlap from these two and the relative weakness of the 1133-keV peak, simply
generating a narrow peak-with-background gate and subtracting a background gate from
beyond the blended peak region did not yield any instructive coincidence information. Instead of avoiding capturing overlap contributions in the peak-with-background gate, the
decision was made to capture as much of the peak fit region as possible, capturing the
overlap contributions up to the centroid of the overlapping peak. The backgrounds then are
selected in such a way as to subtract the other side of the overlapping peak symmetrically,
in order to effectively subtract out that peak’s contribution to the peak-with-background
coincidence spectrum. This can be seen in Figure 13.4 for the 1132-keV peak; only the
channel corresponding to the expected centroid of the 1132-keV peak is omitted from either gate. Similarly, some overlap from the much stronger 1139-keV peak was captured,
but only up to the point where the 1133-keV peak’s profile merged with the background.
The symmetric segment on the high-energy side of the 1139-keV peak was captured in the
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background and subtracted off. This method was used often, and mostly with successful
results. Occasionally some blended peaks either were too close in energy (≤ 1.5 keV)
or contained too many peaks for this technique to give any significant benefit over the
conservative approach.
This multiple-background gate technique was most importantly used to extract the coincidence spectrum of the principal peak in the

74

Cu, the 606-keV peak. As can be seen

in Figure 13.5, the 606-keV peak lies between two 74 Ga lines: 604 keV and 608 keV. Due
to the closeness of the peaks, these three lines form a blended peak, requiring the intricate
technique described above. The challenge then became identifying the ideal peak-withbackground and background gates that would give the purest coincidence spectrum. The
Gaussian fits from gf3 for the three peaks that contribute to this blended peak are also
shown in Figure 13.5 as the smooth curves, along with a curve for the total fit. Remember,
though, that this is a statistical fit of the blended peak. Considering the sheer magnitude of
the counts in this blend, any weaker peaks that might be hidden among the three big ones
would have to be quite weaker than the 604-keV line.

The first round of gating on the 606-keV peak used a peak-with-background gate taken
from the maximum of the 604-keV peak to the estimated maximum of the 608-keV peak
and a couple of background gates capturing the approximate regions 601−603 keV and
610−612 keV in order to subtract the contributions from the two 74 Ga peaks. This yielded
a good set of possible coincidence γ rays which were used to establish a base coincidence
scheme. Once enough peaks had been assigned and confirmed to be in direct coincidence
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Figure 13.5
The principal γ ray peak from the decays of 74 Cu (606 keV) and 74 Ga (596 keV).
Adjacent to and blended with the 606-keV peak are 604-keV and 608-keV
peaks, both of which belong to the 74 Ga daughter’s β decay. The technique
used to isolate the coincidence spectrum for this peak is discussed in the text.
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with the 606-keV energy level, the coincident spectra of these peaks were summed in order
to reconstruct the 606-keV peak. This reconstructed peak was normalized with the ungated
peak, from which a good determination of the ideal peak-with-background and background
gates was possible. The same was done for the 608-keV line from 74 Ga, in order to fully
understand the overlap of the two peaks (the 604-keV transition lies too high in the 74 Ge
scheme to be reconstructed). The subtracted spectrum resulting from this process is shown
in Figure 13.6. Decay lines from 74 Zn and 74 Ga are indicated with a star (*) and a crosshatch (#), respectively.
The gating method was performed on all γ rays identified in the γ-ray singles spectrum
as possibly belonging to 74 Cu. Once the peaks seen in the gates were identified, the statistical validity of each potentially-coincident peak was assessed, as is described in the next
section.

13.3 Coincidence by statistical significance
In order to construct the level scheme using the gating method already described, the
statistical validity of the coincident peaks was used to confirm or exclude those peaks from
coincidence. There are two ways to compute a coincident peak’s intensity, which is to
say its area, using the gating technique. The first way is to simply subtract the coincidence histograms produced by the peak-with-background and background gates to obtain
a background-subtracted coincidence spectrum such as seen in Figure 13.6. For strong
peaks in the coincidence matrix, there is limited concern with this approach as the number of counts for γ-ray peaks in the background-subtracted coincidence spectrum will be
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Figure 13.6
The γ-γ-coincidence spectrum for 74 Cu
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enough to provide good confidence in the coincidence centroid but more importantly good
confidence in the validity of the coincidence, since a reasonably-smooth Gaussian profile
can be fit for the coincident peaks in the spectrum. However, for analysis of indirect coincidences within cascades, or for very weak peaks in the singles spectrum, this method
of histogram subtraction can lead to peaks with poor Gaussian profiles of the number of
counts above the background which call into question the statistical confidence of the coincidence and would lead to incorrect assignment of coincidences. Another issue may be
a γ-ray peak from a different decay which does not fully subtract out in the coincidence
spectrum, giving the false impression of a coincidence or even a double-placement. To
resolve these potential problems, a slightly different approach was taken.
The coincidence and placement process for the 74 Cu 1543-keV γ ray using statistical
analysis as opposed to histogram subtraction. See text for details.
First, instead of subtracting the background histogram from the peak-with-background
histogram, a Gaussian fit was performed using the histogram software DAMM for all potential coincidence peaks in both peak-with-background and background gates. The areas
of these fits were then subtracted, and the uncertainties properly propagated (the uncertainties produced by DAMM were percentages of the areas). Since the FWHM was fixed using
Equation 13.6, an error value of 3.71% was identified and propagated with the DAMMsupplied uncertainties in order to give the proper area uncertainties. This calculation alone
would not inform as to whether or not a peak was a statistically-valid coincidence, however.
In order to determine the strength of the coincidence, the statistical significance of the peak
was then determined by dividing the subtracted area by its uncertainty. If the significance
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c

b

a

Peak
with
Background
Background
Only
Area(erra )
Area(erra )
23(8)
-8(-4)c
37(8)
10(5)
326(25)
326(24)
643(40)
371(27)
78(15)
71(13)
71(8)
43(7)
55(7)
32(6)
9(3)
1(1)
6(2)
-1(-1)c
5(2)
0(0)
4(1)
0(0)

Candidate
Net
Peak
Significance
Area(err)
23(8)
2.78
27(10)
2.80
0(35)
0.00
272(48)
5.67
7(20)
0.35
28(11)
2.61
23(9)
2.50
8(3)
3.02
6(2)
3.23
5(2)
3.06
4(1)
4.10
Significance
Rank
(P/D/X)
P
P
X
D
X
P
P
P
P
P
D

Mutual
Coincidence
and
Placement
no
nob
n/a
Yes, below
n/a
no
no
no
Yes, direct in
Yes, direct in
no, not in singles

Propagated from original errors given by DAMM, using a factor of 3.71%; see text for details.
Presence of 511 keV suggests an escape peak in the cascade; no evidence that 1543 peak is an escape peak itself.
Negative area is relative to fit of background. Area and uncertainty is set to zero when determining total area.

Candidate
Peak
Energy
(keV)
248.7
512.0
595.8
605.9
608.5
812.5
1064.4
1945.0
2711.1
3479.4
3813.1

An example of the analysis process of a peak in the 74 Cu spectrum

Table 13.3

ratio was greater than 3.75, the coincidence of the peak was deemed statistically definite
(D). If the significance ratio was found to be between 2.00 and 3.75, the coincience was
deemed possible (P), and anything below 2.00 was statistically excluded (X). An example
of this process is shown for the 1543-keV γ ray, presented in Table 13.3. In this table, the
areas were obtained by Gaussian fits of each candidate coincidence peak seen in the peakwith-background and background gates. The candidate peak centroids were determined
by fits of the histogram-subtracted coincidence spectrum. These centroids were then held
fixed for both peak-with-background and background gated spectra. Because of this, and
due to fitting of the background with a function similar to Equation 13.7, occasionally the
fits would yield “negative” areas (e.g. 249-keV and 2711-keV peaks). Such values simply indicate that in the background spectrum, the histogram at these energies fell below
the fitted background. However, subtraction would increase the areas for the significance
calculation, so these areas were set to zero and their uncertainties were propagated to zero.
Once the areas were calculated, they were subtracted and their uncertainties propagated,
and then the significance computed. By consulting and cross-referencing with coincidence
gating results for each of the coincidence-peak candidates’ own coincidence spectra, the
mutual coincidences could be determined as having either coincidence or no coincidence
(last column). If coincidence was indicated, the order of the placement in the level scheme
was then determined. In this example, the 606-keV coincidence spectrum confirmed that
1543-keV γ ray was coincident, with equivalent significance, and that the 1543-keV γ ray
fed directly into the level from which the 606-keV γ ray fed out of. Similarly, the 2711-
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keV and the 3479-keV γ rays were found to feed from above into the level from which the
1543-keV γ ray was emitted.
The relative peak intensities in the projected coincidence spectrum are one of the first
indicators of coincidence. Direct coincidence, where one γ ray feeds into a given level and
the other γ ray feeds out of that same level, generally appear as the strongest peaks in the
background-subtracted spectrum. For example, the two strongest peaks in the coincidence
spectrum of the 606-keV γ ray (Figure 13.6) are the 812-keV and 1064-keV γ rays. In the
gated spectra of both 812-keV and 1064-keV γ rays, the strongest peak is at 606-keV, and
shows a comparable intensity to those seen in Figure 13.6.
It should be noted that there could be multiple physical reasons for the statistical exclusion of a peak from coincidence. In many gates the strongest peaks from

74

Ga (e.g.

595 keV, 608 keV, and 868 keV) appear but are ultimately statistically excluded once subtracted. However, in cases where valid 74 Cu γ rays are in cascade with but are separated
from the 606-keV γ ray by one or more transitions, or in cases of very weak high-lying
peaks, the statistical exclusion instead reveals the limitations of the available experimental
data.
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CHAPTER 14
DECAY SCHEME OF 74 Cu

14.1

Ground state of 74 Zn

The β-decay study performed here gives insight to the excitation states of 74 Zn, and the
treatment of these excited states can be made as single-particle treatments using the Shell
Model as the framework for analysis. However, the binding energy study discussed in the
earlier chapters can give some clues about the ground state, and by extension, the decay
activity of the parent.

Figure 14.1 shows the ground state configuration according to the ADN Model. In the
ADN Model for the ground state, the configuration is relatively simple. Groups I-III are
closed with α clusters, and Group IV contains one cluster (nα = 15) and seven di-neutrons
(ne = 14). What is more interesting, perhaps, is not the ground-state configuration, but
how it is accomplished through the β-decay process.
Although it has not been studied, some remarks about the deuteron’s role in the ADN
Model can be noted. To begin with,

74

postulate in Chapter 1, this requires

74

Cu is an odd-Z, odd-N nuclide. According to the

Cu to have nα = 14, one deuteron, and ne = 16,

which corresponds to eight di-neutrons. It is interesting that despite the odd-odd character
of the protons and neutrons, in the ADN Model the ground state is still a reasonably neat
121

Figure 14.1
The ground state of the 74 Zn presented using the ADN model (see Figure 8.1).
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package — no single particles are seen. Instead, the only peculiarity is the single deuteron.
This lends the possibility of some orbital angular momentum in the boson levels when
considering the fact that the ground state of

74

Cu is J π = 2− , of which the deuteron

contributes a spin of 1. Since no more can be said about the contribution of this deuteron
to the 74 Cu ground state at this time, consider next the β decay event itself.
The traditional description of the β decay of

74

Cu asserts that a single particle is at

play: a valence neutron β decays to a proton while emitting a β electron. Then, based on
the overlap of the wave functions between the parent ground state and the excitation states
of the daughter, shifts to one of those accessible states. According to the ADN Model,
however, the most likely candidate for the β decay would be a neutron bound in one of the
di-neutrons whose wave function overlaps with the deuteron. The neutron undergoes the
decay, emitting a β electron and the di-neutron converts instantly into a deuteron. Depending on the kinetic energy of the electron, the result may be that the entire deuteron excites
to some excited state (fast electron) or the residual energy from the decay may excite the
deuteron to some level, possibly dissolving the di-neutron and shifting the unpaired neutrons to the fermion states (slow electron). Ultimately, the deuteron must reform through
de-excitation (if it dissolved in the process), and that newly-formed deuteron must then
bond with the pre-existing deuteron, forming an α cluster as required by the postulate.
Again, this discussion is, in this chapter, merely a possible alternate explanation for
the excitation states that exist for a 74 Zn due to β decay. However, for the purposes of all
other discussion of the 74 Cu β decay, the treatment will be in the traditional single-particle
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manner (i.e. the neutron conversion to the proton, which moves to excited states in the
proton orbitals).

14.2

Excited states of 74 Zn

Using the statistically-significant coincidence method and the analysis techniques discussed in the previous chapter, the experimental data yielded the identification of 121 γ
rays belonging to

74

Cu, of which 87 (Table 14.1) were placed into a level scheme con-

sisting of 45 excitation levels. This scheme is shown in Figure 14.2 while information on
the leel energies, feedings, and log(f t) are presented in Table 14.2. In this figure, solid
dots indicate mutual coincidences, while open dots indicate coincidences which may not
be strongly mutual or are otherwise statistically probable for placement as indicated. Levels with two or more decays out or in cascade are confirmed with solid horizontal lines,
whereas those with only one placed transition are presented as dashed lines. Also shown
in the scheme for reference is the single-neutron separation energy, Sn = 8235(3) keV.

Much of the level scheme proposed by Van Roosbroeck et al is preserved below 3.1
MeV, although several previously-unknown transitions have been added to the level scheme
in this region. In the Van Roosbroeck et al experiment, the production of

74

Cu was en-

hanced by using a laser-ionization ion source. This did not prevent the production of other
A = 74 isotopes, so in order to generate a relatively clean spectrum from implanted 74 Cu
deacys, β-gated spectra of equivalent collection times were made with the laser enhancement on and then off. The laser-off spectrum was normalized to the laser-on spectrum
using a strong

74

Ga peak’s (the 868-keV γ ray) ratio of maximum counts in both spec124

Table 14.1
Information on γ rays associated with the decay of 74 Cu.

γ ray
Energy
(keV)

Excited
Level
Energy
(keV)

Iγ
(abs)

198.61(7)
257.00(7)
260.49(13)
288.59(6)
304.00(5)
366.061(21)

2552
2808
3165
2986
2657
3063

0.40(3)
0.404(24)
0.189(22)
0.426(23)
0.64(3)
2.56(3)

423.8(3)
428.79(5)

5071
2099

0.13(4)
0.82(4)

452.542(17)

2552

4.24(4)

478.54(22)
558.311(24)
605.764(12)

2148
2657
606

0.17(3)
1.66(3)
85.6(5)

680.60(5)
709.412(22)
805.41(11)
812.447(14)

2099
2808
2904
1418

0.92(3)
1.94(3)
0.36(3)
14.37(6)

881.52(3)
934.71(3)

2552
2353

1.74(4)
1.68(4)

γ − γ Coincidences (keV)

(812), 935, (1670), 1747
(453), (606), 882, (1133), (1946)
(606), 1234, (1486), (2177), (2298)
(606), (2091), (2309), 2697
606, 812, 934, 2500
(510), 606, 2091, (2379), 2507, 2564,
2645, 2697
(812), (2353), (4041)
452, (558), (606), (709), 1064, 1670,
(2522)
257, 428, 606, 680, 812, 1493, (1670),
1901, 2010, (2309), (2363), (2522)
1064
(428), 606, 1493, (1701), 2130, 2500
199, 257, (260), (288), 304, 366, 428, 452,
510, 558, 680, 709, 812, 881, 934, 1064,
1133, 1138, (1150), 1183, 1486, 1493,
1542, 1550, 1901, (1910), 1945, 2010,
2086, 2091, 2202, 2298, 2309, 2363, 2379,
2461, 2722, (2924), 3118, 3131, 3190,
(3470), 3744, 3777, 3935, 3957, 4118,
4255, 4288, 4574, 4965
452, (558), 606, 709, 812, (2697)
428, 606, 680, 1493, 2086
260, (606), 812, 1493, 2935
198, 304, 410, 452, (510), 606, 680, (709),
934, 1133, 1238, (1446), 1486, (1493),
1550, 1715, 2010, 2027, 2309, (2500),
2570, 2665, 2804, (3744), (4186), (4542)
257, 606, 1064, 1670, 2010, 2309, 2627
199, 304, 606, 812, 2804
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Table 14.1
(continued)

γ ray
Energy
(keV)

Excited
Level
Energy
(keV)

1064.267(19)

1670

17.78(7)

1133.45(4)
1138.520(21)

2552
2808

0.12(5)
14.98(6)

1150.52(13)
1183.02(4)
1187.11(17)
1234.43(9)
1238.40(8)
1264.7(4)
1460.76(4)
1486.04(5)
1493.24(3)

3959
1789
3286
2904
2657
2935
3131
2904
2099

0.33(3)
1.58(3)
0.29(3)
0.61(3)
0.68(3)
0.14(4)
3.66(5)
2.01(5)
8.85(7)

1542.49(8)
1550.48(6)
1670.05(4)

2148
2969
1670

0.79(3)
1.35(4)
8.72(6)

1715.32(18)
1884.3(4)
1901.69(8)
1945.92(6)
2010.22(6)

3134
3554
6763
2552
4562

0.34(3)
0.16(4)
1.09(4)
2.99(6)
3.98(6)

2027.9(5)
2086.06(7)
2091.40(7)
2130.87(16)

3446
4895
2697
4788

0.17(4)
2.59(7)
1.75(6)
0.60(5)

Iγ
(abs)

γ − γ Coincidences (keV)

410, 428, (452), (478), (510), 606, 881,
1138, 1150, 1234, (1460), 1493, (1617),
1884, 1901, 2010, 2086, (2818), (2999),
(3118), 3190, (3403), (3842)
(257), 606, 812, 2010, 2627
606, 1064, (1138), 1150, (1159), 1670,
(2081), 2086, (2704), (2818)
(257), (606), (709), (1064), 1138, 1670
606, 3104, (3446)
(606), 1064, 1493
1064, (1406), 1670
812
(606), 1670
(1064), 1670
606, 812, 2722
452, 558, 606, 709, 805, (1064), (1187),
(1472), 2010, 2086, 2130, 3080
(510), 606, (2712), (3479)
(452), 606, 812
428, 510, 881, 1138, (1150), 1234, (1267),
1901, 2010, 2086, (2371), (2406), (2999),
(3118), 3190, (3218), (3842), 3957
812
(260), (1064), (1670)
(606), 1064, 1670, (3190)
(257), 606, 2010, (2309), 2627
(247), 452, 606, 812, 881, (1064), 1133,
1493, 1670, 1945
812
606, 709, 1064, 1138, 1493, 1670, 2202
(288), 366, 606, (2164), (2645)
(428), 558, (606), (1029), (1493)
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Table 14.1
(continued)

γ ray
Energy
(keV)

Excited
Level
Energy
(keV)

Iγ
(abs)

2148.49(6)
2164.10(21)
2202.91(8)
2211.14(20)
2298.76(6)
2309.31(11)

2148
4861
2808
5180
2904
4861

2.69(5)
0.39(5)
1.46(4)
0.39(4)
6.60(6)
0.81(4)

2363.10(7)
2371.4(3)
2379.72(9)
2406.4(4)
2461.59(16)
2500.3(3)
2507.55(19)

2969
5180
2986
4076
3067
5158
5571

3.99(5)
0.21(3)
0.96(3)
0.16(3)
0.89(7)
0.36(5)
0.50(4)

2522.7(7)
2527.7(3)
2564.7(3)
2570.80(24)
2627.90(13)
2645.9(4)
2659.35(23)
2665.7(3)
2697.07(10)

5074
5513
5627
4670
5180
5709
5627
5571
2697

0.10(3)
0.23(3)
0.18(3)
0.24(3)
0.55(3)
0.16(4)
0.30(4)
0.22(3)
2.08(8)

2705.0(3)
2712.79(16)
2722.87(11)
2804.9(4)
2818.59(19)
2999.82(20)
3080.1(3)

5513
4861
5627
5158
5627
4670
5180

0.27(4)
0.47(3)
0.94(4)
0.16(3)
0.39(3)
0.38(3)
0.23(3)

γ − γ Coincidences (keV)

(510), (983), 2712, (3479)
2091, 2697
606, 2086
(510), 2363
(260), 606, (812), (2438), 2665, 2722
(288), 453, (510), 606, 812, 882, 1133,
1945
452, 606, 2187, 2211, 2503, 2659
(1670)
366, 606
(1064), 1670
510, 606, (2507)
558
366, 606, (1064), (1133), (2091), 2461,
2697
(428), 453
(606), (1945), (2081), 2379
366, (812), 2697
606, 812, 1493, (1945)
(881), (1493), 1945
366, (510), 2091, 2697
2363
(452), (606), 812, (1064), 2298, (2363)
288, 366, (510), (1617), (2164), 2564,
(2645)
366, (606), 1138, (1670)
(606), 1542, 2148
606, (1486), 2298
(812), (935)
(510), (1064), 1138, (1670)
(606), 1064, (1670)
1493
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Table 14.1
(continued)

γ ray
Energy
(keV)
3104.8(4)
3118.0(3)
3131.39(22)
3190.59(12)
3218.5(4)
3403.4(5)
3446.9(3)
3470.39(23)
3479.4(5)
3487.6(5)
3957.45(18)
4041.5(8)
4118.9(3)
4288.56(16)
4574.25(23)
4965.1(3)

Excited
Level
Energy
(keV)
4894
4788
3737
4861
4889
5074
5595
4076
5627
5158
5627
4647
4725
4894
5180
5571

Iγ
(abs)

γ − γ Coincidences (keV)

0.18(9)
0.28(3)
0.41(3)
1.10(4)
0.16(3)
0.17(3)
0.27(3)
0.37(3)
0.14(3)
0.15(3)
0.74(3)
0.14(9)
0.28(3)
1.27(4)
0.65(3)
0.65(4)

(510), 1183
(606), (683), (1064), 1670
606
606, 1064, 1670, 1901
1670
1064
(510), (1138), 2148
606
1542, 2148
(606), 1064, (1670)
(606), 1064, 1670
424, 606, (1670)
(510), 606
606
606
606

Presented are the energy, absolute intensity, placement, and coincident γ rays
for each γ ray (probable coincidences are indicated with parentheses). See text
for details.
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t1/2 = 1.635 s

Qβ- = 9.7517 MeV

1902

8235{3}=Sn

6762.6

2646
3957
3479
2819
2723
2659
2565
3447
4965
2666
2507
2705
2528

5709.1
5627.4
5595.2
5570.6
5513.4
5179.7
5157.7
5073.7
5071.1
4888.5
4894.6
4860.9
4788.2
4724.5
4669.8
4647.1
4562

3470
2406
1151

4288
3105
2086
3218
3190
2713
2309
2164
3118
2131
4119
3000
2571
4041
2010

4574
3080
2628
2371
2211
3487
2805
2500
3403
2523
424

4076
3959.3

3131
1187

1884
2028

3737.1
3554.4
3446.3
3286.3
3165.2
3134
3067.4
3131
3063.2
2985.7
2968.88
2934.88

261
1715
1461
2462
366
2380
289
2363
1551
1265
2299
1486
1235
806
2203
1139
710
257
2697
2091
1238
558
304
1946
1134
882
453
199

2904.56
2808.7
2697

935

2657.37
2551.8
2353.2

2148
1543
479
1493
681
429

2148.4

1183
1670
1064

2099.09

1789
1670.13 (2+)

605.9 5

813

74Cu

74Zn

Figure 14.2
Proposed decay scheme for 74 Cu determined in this analysis.
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1418.4

605.84

2+

0

0+

tra, and then subtracted. While this technique was reasonably effective in removing most
contaminant peaks originating from implanted

74

Ga, some peaks were found to be over-

subtracted. Furthermore, by scaling the laser-off spectrum to match the laser-on spectrum,
background statistics were similarly magnified. The subtraction of the two spectra therefore transferred those magnified statistics to the laser-on data, ultimately obscuring weaker
peaks. Although they were able to extend the Winger level scheme and remove a couple of
wrong-placed γ rays proposed by Winger et al, the Van Roosbroeck et al data still suffered
from loss of the weaker peaks. In the current work, however, we were able to identify
and include 199, 257, 289, 304, 429, 806, 1234, 1238, 1265, and 2203 keV in the level
scheme below 3.1 MeV. All of these are comparatively weak peaks in the singles spectrum,
with none exceeding an area of 8800 counts, or ∼1.1% the intensity of the 606-keV peak.
Despite the weakness of these transitions, the sum total of the experimental and analytical techniques used in the current experiment made these and other previously-unobserved
weak peaks observable above statistical confidence limits.
Above 3.1 MeV, the new level scheme expands that proposed by Van Roosbroeck et
al by adding 24 new excitation levels up to 6763 keV, more than doubling the number
of levels in their scheme. The placement of 47 new γ rays into this scheme effectively
doubles our overall knowledge of the decay behavior over what was previously known.
An additional 34 γ rays (Table 14.3 were determined to belong in the decay of 74 Cu, but
limitations on the coincidence data and analysis prevented placement in the scheme at this
time. These unplaced transitions will be discussed further in Chapter 15.2.
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Table 14.2
Information on for each level in 74 Zn fed by 74 Cu.
Level
Energy
(keV)
605.770(10)
1418.250(20)
1670.030(20)
1788.80(4)
2098.990(20)
2148.38(5)
2353.02(3)
2551.560(20)
2657.20(3)
2697.05(5)
2808.490(20)
2904.42(4)
2934.7(4)
2968.75(4)
2985.60(6)
3063.11(5)
3067.36(16)
3130.79(4)
3133.57(18)
3164.91(14)
3286.10(17)
3446.2(5)

Iβ
(abs)
20.1(6)
7.11(13)
1.09(17)
1.40(9)
1.63(12)
2.78(8)
0.48(6)
3.65(13)
2.02(9)
0.46(12)
14.99(13)
8.24(10)
0.14(4)
4.64(8)
1.16(5)
1.72(7)
0.89(7)
3.66(5)
0.34(3)
0.190(20)
0.29(3)
0.17(4)

log(f t)
6.124(14)
6.387(9)
7.14(7)
7.00(3)
6.86(4)
6.612(13)
7.32(6)
6.383(16)
6.61(2)
7.24(12)
5.697(5)
5.930(7)
7.69(13)
6.160(9)
6.757(19)
6.563(18)
6.85(4)
6.216(7)
7.24(4)
7.49(5)
7.27(5)
7.45(11)
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Level
Energy
(keV)
3554.3(5)
3737.16(22)
3959.01(13)
4076.23(20)
4561.78(6)
4647.2(8)
4669.83(15)
4724.6(4)
4788.06(13)
4860.88(7)
4888.6(4)
4894.49(6)
5071.1(8)
5073.7(4)
5157.66(22)
5179.64(9)
5513.37(21)
5570.58(14)
5595.3(3)
5627.42(8)
5709.1(4)
6762.56(11)

Iβ
(abs)
0.16(4)
0.41(3)
0.33(3)
0.53(4)
3.98(6)
0.02(10)
0.62(4)
0.28(3)
0.87(6)
1.66(9)
0.16(3)
4.04(12)
0.13(4)
0.27(4)
0.67(6)
2.03(8)
0.50(5)
1.08(6)
0.27(3)
2.69(8)
0.16(4)
1.09(4)

log(f t)
7.44(11)
6.97(4)
6.99(4)
6.75(4)
5.696(8)
N/A
6.46(3)
6.79(5)
6.27(3)
5.959(24)
6.96(9)
5.557(14)
6.98(14)
6.66(7)
6.23(4)
5.740(18)
6.20(5)
5.841(25)
6.43(5)
5.418(14)
6.60(11)
5.196(17)

The β feedings are given per 100 decays. Feeding directly to the ground state is very
unlikely; see text for further details.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the clean nature of the beam yielded some advantages in fitting and gating of peaks which overlap nearby γ− ray peaks. The simple
magnitude of the counts in a given peak in this data ( 13x more than Van Roosbroeck
et al) gave us more versatility and latitude in selecting both peak-with-background and
background gates, particularly for peaks which are part of blended multi-peaks. Perhaps
the most prominent examples of this advantage were the multi-peaks from Figures 13.4
and 13.5. Indeed, the 1132-1133-1139-keV multi-peak (Figure 13.4) is one of the examples of troublesome compound peaks cited by Van Roosbroeck et al. The coincidence
spectrum of the 1133-keV peak in their work included nine peaks belonging to

74

Ga. In

ours the coincidence spectrum includes only the 608-keV (P) and the 1490-keV (D) peaks
from 74 Ga. These two peaks are then eliminated from placement in the 74 Cu scheme when
mutual coincidence spectra show that the 1133-keV γ ray is statistically excluded from
coincidence in the 608-keV and 1490-keV gated spectra. Furthermore, as can be seen in
Figure 13.4, the 1132-keV peak is not resolved from the 1133-keV peak, making a pure
subtraction virtually impossible. As it turns out, comparison of the relative intensities and
significances between the 1133-keV peak in the 1490-keV gated spectrum and the 1490keV peak in the 1132-keV gated spectrum also lend credibility to the likelihood that the
1490-keV γ ray does not belong in coincidence with the 1133 keV γ ray. While these results corroborate the conclusions drawn in the previous work, their validity is statistically
reinforced based on significantly cleaner coincidence analysis. It should be noted that in
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the Van Roosbroeck et al article, they report an 1135-keV peak in this multi-peak which
they assign to the decay of 74 Ga. This peak is not observed in this study.
In the Van Roosbroeck et al study, both the 1902-keV γ ray and the 3191-keV γ rays
were placed feeding directly into the 1670-keV level. In Table 14.1, the coincidence with
the 1670-keV and 1064-keV γ rays (both of which decay out of the 1670-keV level) is
undeniable. However, both the 1902-keV γ ray and the 3191-keV γ ray see each other
in coincidence as well. This suggests that they should be in direct coincidence with each
other. Consider briefly the detection efficiency curve of the HPGe detectors [48], which
shows a 30% drop in efficiency between 2 and 4 MeV. While the 3191-keV γ ray shows
up in the 1901-keV coincidence as only probable, this is very likely the consequence of the
detector efficiency. Indeed, Iγ (1901) = 1.09(4) and Iγ (3191) = 1.10(4) despite the peak
areas being 3800(148) counts and 2653(86) counts, respectively. Granted, the Iγ values’
equivalence may have been influenced by the placement of these two peaks in the order
shown in Figure 14.2. However, the 3191-keV γ ray appears to show a slight statistical
edge in subtracted coincidence peaks and significances for the 1064-keV and 1670-keV γ
rays despite appearing to be a weaker line. More importantly, the 3191-keV transition was
placed feeding out of the 4861-keV level by Van Roosbroeck et al along with the 2309keV γ ray. In this work we have added the 2713-keV and 2164-keV γ rays as feeding
out of this level, reinforcing the placement of the 3191-keV γ ray’s placement. However,
Van Roosbroeck et al placed the 1902-keV as the single γ ray feeding out of a 3572-keV
level. No new transitions have been identified to corroborate this level, so it was decided
to place the 1902-keV γ ray as de-exciting the 6763-keV level and feeding directly into
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(605)
(812), (1745)
(2570)
(605), 1138
(198), (605), (762), 812,
867, 1493
0.2(4)
(366), (1064), (1670), 2010
0.29(4) (558), (605), 1064, (1670)
0.14(3) (260)
0.17(4) (366), 558
0.13(4) (288), (934)
0.84(18) (510), 605
0.3(4)
(1064)

0.12(6)
0.23(4)
0.38(4)

1803.8(10)
1868.8(4)
1910.02(20)

0.29(3)
0.28(3)
0.24(3)
0.2(3)
0.33(3)
0.15(3)
0.34(4)

3065.8(3)
3597.2(3)
3842.8(4)
3876.9(5)
3888.8(3)
3902.(7)
3935.4(3)
4002.2(6)
4255.26(16)
4831.1(3)

0.17(3)
0.32(3)
0.23(3)
0.24(3)
0.22(3)

2424.3(4)
2448.6(22)
2912.6(3)
2924.7(3)
2935.7(3)

γ − γ Coincidences
(keV)
(452), (605)
(260), (1138), 1670, 2091,
2697
(1064)
(605)
(558), (1133)
(605), (709), (812)
(805), 1489
(510), (605), (812)
(595), (605)
605, 1064, (1493), (1670)
(605), (2148)
(510), 605, (1138)
(510), (605), (812), 1493
605, 934, (1029), 1183,
(1670)
0.16(3) 605, (812)
1.37(4) (510), 605, 812, (1064),
0.0001(1) 605

Iγ
(abs)
0.12(5)
0.44(5)

γ ray
Energy
(keV)
2050.4(7)
2177.79(21)

Probable coincidences are indicated with parentheses (see text for details).

(709), (1064)
(452), (605), (1133)
(605)

0.1(3)
0.34(3)
0.28(4)
0.33(3)
0.38(4)

1007.8(4)
1020.18(12)
1267.73(24)
1341.15(19)
1472.05(15)

1581.1(3)
1617.22(21)
1622.7(4)
1702.(4)
1720.7(5)
1747.36(22)
1769.62(22)

Iγ
γ − γ Coincidences
(abs)
(keV)
0.055(24) (605)
2.56(3) (812), (1940), (1945)

γ ray
Energy
(keV)
247.4(5)
410.5(4)

List of γ rays that could not be placed in the decay scheme of 74 Cu.

Table 14.3

the 4861-keV level. It must be stressed that this is very tentative since the γ rays besides
the 3191-keV placed as de-exciting the 4861-keV level do not show the 1901-keV γ ray
in their coincidences. This may, though, be a consequence of each of these other γ rays
being notably weaker than the 3191-keV line, therefore tempering the impact of their lack
of coincidence evidence.
Another notable characteristic of the Van Roosbroeck et al scheme is the placement of
a few levels in the 4.5–5.6 MeV region, well separated from the main grouping up to 3.0
MeV proposed by Winger et al and confirmed by Van Roosbroeck et al. These were the
first hints that there were increasingly likely to be higher-lying states. One characteristic
of many decay schemes with large decay windows is this grouping of levels within the
scheme: discrete levels up to about 3 MeV, a 1–2-MeV range of sparsely-placed levels,
and then a rather dense region around 5 MeV. Indeed, Figure 14.2 shows that this density of states does exist in the

74

Zn level scheme. This region is referred to as a “pygmy

Gamov-Teller (GT)” region, or a group of excitation states which reflect the dipole resonant excitation from the lower-lying opposite-parity states. Again, the pygmy GT states
proposed in this current work is not the end of the story for the excitation states, as a
higher-lying set of full GT states are expected to be found much closer to the Qβ limit.
In the time since the Van Roosbroeck et al paper, the ground state spin of 74 Cu has been
measured to be J π = 2− [49]. The spin fits well with the proposal by Van Roosbroeck et
al’s proposal of spin 2 or 3, based on log(f t) and β-feeding values (Table 14.2). The parity
of the parent was mentioned but not directly addressed in their work, but the clues were
in place to propose a negative parity. Specifically, they noted the log(ft ) value of 6.0 for
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the 606-keV first excited state, which they pointed out should be considered a lower limit.
Indeed, in our work, the value of 6.1 is still a lower limit. Further discussion of the spin
and parity of the 606-keV state will be reserved for Chapter 15.2. As for feeding to the
ground state of

74

Zn, the J π = 2− to a 0+ suggests a unique first-forbidden transition,

further suggesting that very little, if any, decays from

74

Cu will transition directly to the

ground state of 74 Zn. The J π of all other states have not been explored yet using the data
presented here, but is expected to be performed in the near future.
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CHAPTER 15
DISCUSSION

15.1 Pandemonium in 74 Cu
Since 1999 when it was first identified that incomplete β-decay schemes were contributing to notably incorrect decay heat calculations, efforts have been made to rectify this
issue. In their first report, Yoshida et al [42] provided a list of nuclides whose decay data
discrepancy had the greatest influence on the decay heat calculations. This list was comprised of a majority of the nuclei which have the highest yield in a fission reaction with
reasonably large Qβ windows. Recall that thermal fission events commonly result in two
daughter nuclides whose masses lie within the 80 ≤ A ≤ 110 (lower-mass daughter) and
125 ≤ A ≤ 155 (higher-mass daughter) regions. Figure 15.1 [26] shows the lower-mass
yield region for the two principal fission fuels,

235

U (top left) and

239

Pu (top right). The

high-yield nuclei at the center of the pandemonium problem all lie in or adjacent to the
dark red region, with a similar situation occurring in the higher-mass region.

As mentioned in Chapter 11, the pandemonium problem occurs when a daughter nuclide’s decay scheme catalogued in the database is incomplete and is known to no better
than 70% of the Qβ window between the daughter and the parent. This is often the consequence of experiments which use high-resolution detectors to measure individual γ-ray
137

Figure 15.1
Fission yields and Qβ windows in the region nearby 74 Cu.
The lower-mass region of fission yield for both 235 U and 239 Pu, the principal
fuels used in nuclear power plants (top). The dark red regions contain the
nuclides from the Yoshida et al [42] list of heaviest influence on the pandemonium problem. The lower panel indicates the Qβ window size for nuclides in
the same region of the Chart of Nuclides. All three windows capture the same
region of the chart, centered near Nmagic = 50. The black square is located on
74
Cu.
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energies and intensities. Good coincidence data in the high-resolution experiments allows
determination of the energy levels through coincidence reconstruction. As demonstrated
in the preceding chapters, however, this method, while beneficial for lower-energy regions
of the schemes, suffers from the efficiency limitations of the detector. The use of a highefficiency detector, on the other hand, has been successful at giving better information
about the high-energy region of the Qβ window. The basics of the difference between how
high-resolution and high-efficiency detectors capture radiation and convert it to data signals can be reviewed in Reference [48], but the ultimate result is that the high-efficiency
detector is able to capture all γ rays in a cascade. Although its low-resolution nature
captures the sum of the gamma rays but severely limits its ability to resolve individual
states, it is able to give good information on direct feeding to the highest states in the decay scheme. In other words, the high-efficiency detector is utilized as a calorimeter for the
decay due to strong coincidence summing. Because of this, use of these detectors in this
way is referred to as Total Absorption γ-ray Spectroscopy, or TAGS. The Yoshida et al list,
due to its high influence on the pandemonium problem, has been been the primary focus
of TAGS experiments in order to resolve the discrepancy [50]. However, this intense focus
has the unintended consequence of being somewhat shortsighted in limiting the database
that can be used to accomplish the goal of correcting the β feeding functions used in decay
heat calculations.
The high-energy region of nuclides with large Qβ windows remains a largely underexplored region of nuclear physics. The lower region of Figure 15.1 displays the Qβ windows for nuclides in the same region of the Chart of Nuclides as seen in the two upper
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panels. Recent experiments have ventured beyond the pandemonium problem outlined in
the Yoshida list, employing TAGS measurements to help solve other problems. For example, Tain et al performed a TAGS experiment on

87,88

Br and

94

Rb, known β-delayed

neutron emitters, in order to demonstrate the emission of γ rays from states above the
single-neutron separation energy, Sn [51]. Their results were not only used to contribute
data for the pandemonium problem, but also were useful to r -process calculations which
require good (n,γ) cross sections for nuclides far from stability. It should be noted that the
Qβ = 8975(4) for 88 Br and Qβ = 10283(3) for 94 Rb [26]. Both are comparable with the
Qβ window for 74 Cu (Qβ = 9751(7)).
Another recent publication [52] studied

76

Ga, a nuclide much closer to

74

Cu on the

Chart of Nuclides. Each of these two nuclei reside in the yellow-orange region seen in
both fission yield panels in Figure 15.1. Indeed, they are isotones, which allows systematics to play into their comparisons. In regards to the TAGS experiment on

76

Ga, their

measurement was geared to contribute to the pursuit of the neutrino-less double-β decay
in its daughter, 76 Ge. As part of that, they used the results from their TAGS data to extract
the β-feeding intensities and Gamov-Teller transition strength distributions. As seen in the
previous chapter, the density of states in the 4.5-6 MeV region of the 74 Cu decay scheme
shows signs of being a Gamov-Teller transition region. Indeed, many nuclei show such
a profile: low-lying states showing an increasing density of states up to around 3 MeV, a
gap of sparse states, a Gamov-Teller region in ∼4-7 MeV range, and, according to several
TAGS measurements on large Qβ windows, a region above the Gamov-Teller leading up
to the Sn or Qβ of increasing density of states.
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In short, though

74

Cu is not considered a major contributor to decay heat and thus to

the pandemonium problem in principal, it is one of many ideal candidate nuclides with
an attractive Qβ window, relatively high Sn , and spin-parity characteristics compared to
its daughter that increase the likelihood of feeding to high-lying states. By broadening
the TAGS database with good Iβ functions for these peripheral thermal-fission products,
the decay heat community will have a much more comprehensive resource from which
to develop superior models for compensating for the pandemonium effect in unmeasured
nuclides.

15.2 TAGS for 74 Cu
The log(ft ) and Iβ values of each level of

74

Cu has been determined based on the

analysis presented here. Table 15.1 shows the progression of select Iβ values from Winger
et al to Van Roosbroeck et al to this work. As can be seen, a notable shift in the feeding
intensity to each excitation energy state occurs as the high-resolution detector setup and
74

Cu beam production techniques have improved. Specifically, direct feeding to the low-

lying states is reduced as additional feeding transitions are established, while higher-lying
states see increased intensity as additional de-exciting transitions are identified.

To further suggest the impact that a TAGS measurement of

74

Cu would have, a sim-

ulated TAGS spectrum for each of the three measurements for this nuclide has been produced and can be seen in Figure 15.2. In this figure, the response of the Modular Total
Absorption Spectrometer (MTAS) [53] is simulated as if each of the three high-resolution
measurements performed on 74 Cu were a full account of the β-decay spectrum from that
141
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A Modular Total Absorption Spectrometer (MTAS) simulated response for each of the three decay schemes performed to date.

Figure 15.2

Table 15.1
Select Iβ values from each of the three measurements of 74 Cu.
Elevel
(keV)

Van
Winger Roosbroeck

Current
Work

606
1418
1670
2552
2808
4562
4894
5622

27
8.6
9.0
12.3
20.2
–
–
–

32
3.5
7
7.9
13.4
2.9
2.2
0.8

20.9
7.1
1.1
3.7
15.0
4.0
4.0
2.7

pandemonium
rank

30.4%

57.7%

69.4∗ %

Below the main table the pandemonium rank of each proposed decay scheme
is listed, calculated using the same Qβ listed in AME2012, 9751 keV. The
asterisk indicates the tentative placement of the 6763-keV level. See text for
discussion.

isotope. The first measurement, by Winger et al (black trace), is largely unremarkable,
having no sign of structure above 3000 keV (the smooth trace in the higher-energy region
is due to MTAS response simulation). This is no surprise, matching the scheme produced
in that experiment. However, when the second experiment (Van Roosbroeck et al, in cyan)
is set in comparison, the profile shows quite notable shifting of feeding to higher energies.
The magnitude of impact of having good information on even middle-lying levels (40006000 keV) cannot be ignored. The 606 keV energy level background profile for the current
work is one third that of the Winger et al simulation. There is relative stability among the
states which exist between 2000 and 3000 keV, which may give insight to the particular
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J π of these levels. In the 4000-6000 keV range, the feeding characteristics to these levels
is quite prominent. The simple shifting of the overall profile despite merely doubling the
pandemonium rank of 74 Cu has led to an unmistakable buildup of MTAS response going
into the highest accessible energies projected for these simulations. One can only imagine
at this stage how the profile of the 6000-9000-keV range will look when an actual TAGS
measurement is performed on this nuclide. Indeed, 34 γ rays were confirmed to either definitely or probably belong to 74 Cu but could not be placed. These are listed in Table 14.3.
Some γ rays show coincidence with the pair-production peak at 511 keV, suggesting the
possibility of being escape peaks. Even so, most see the 606-keV peak but the nature of
the coincidence is not convincing enough to place them in direct feeding to the 606-keV
state. Usually, this is due to the weakness of the peak, such that the coincidence does not
show up in the subtraction process. Even if each γ ray listed in Table 14.3 who showed
a definite coincidence with the 606-keV line and were placed directly into it, only 0.98%
would feed the 606-keV directly. The remainder would still go through higher states before
feeding through cascades into the 606-keV level. Nevertheless, this not an ignorable set of
γ rays; instead, they are yet another clue that feeding to higher states is likely and must be
confirmed.
The data collected in this experiment also yielded new information about the β decay of
74

Ga. One preliminary detail that has arisen in that analysis is that β-feeding directly to the

first excited state of the 74 Ge daughter, at 595 keV, has been reduced from the previouslypublished value of Iβ = 4.7 to Iβ ≈ 0. This is an important detail since systematics of
the A = 74 isobar suggest that the first excited level of 74 Zn and 74 Ge should behave very
144

similarly.

74

Ge is a stable isotope, and its level scheme has been well-documented. If the

systematics between these two even-Z, even-N isotopes is found to be reliable, then the Iβ
feeding to the 606-keV energy level in

74

Zn should be very low. In the current data, this

is reasonably supported already by the comparison of the transition characteristics from
the parent to this level. The J π changes from 2− to 2+ , while a somewhat-high value
of log(f t) = 6.1 is determined. According to the selection rules for β transitions, the
transition from the ground state of

74

Cu to the 606-keV state in

74

Zn qualifies as a first-

forbidden transition. While the log(f t) value of 6.1 seems to fit this transition, a look at
the previous log(f t) values hints otherwise. The progression of these values is 5.4 (Winger
et al), 6.0 (Van Roosbroeck et al), and 6.1 (this work). Indeed, 6.1 is on the low side of
a first-forbidden transition. In light of the systematics comparing to the 595-keV state in
74

Ge, it is reasonable to expect that feeding to the 606 keV state is still being overestimated.

This issue can easily be resolved with a TAGS study of the β decay of 74 Cu.
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CHAPTER 16
CONCLUSION

The β decay scheme of

74

Cu has been updated based on the analysis presented in

this report. By using a charge-exchange cell and a high-precision mass separator, it was
possible to achieve a reasonably pure beam of 74 Cu which had not been previously accomplished. This prevented the copper γ-ray peaks from being obscured by γ-ray peaks from
the zinc and gallium isotopes in the beam and improved statistics over previous measurements.
Over 121 lines were identified, of which 87 were successfully placed in the 45-level
decay scheme, itself consisting of 24 new levels. Feeding intensities and log(ft ) values
were determined, and compared against previous results. A simulation of the response
of a TAGS spectrometer assuming each measurement of

74

Cu gave a complete scheme

further demonstrated that β-feeding to higher-lying states was not only reasonable, but
very likely. This led to a conclusion that a Total Absorption γ-ray Spectroscopy (TAGS)
measurement of this nuclide is necessary in order to provide an accurate β function for
decay heat calculations. Consideration of the J π changes between the ground state of the
parent and the 605-keV state in the daughter and the calculated log(ft ) values produced in
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the three experiments has raised a new concern that can best be resolved by performing a
TAGS study of this isotope.
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